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Coming of Age At jAzzfeAst

A Former Prodigy  
Returns To Princeton
Jonathan Russell began to play the violin at age three and was 

already performing with trad jazz ensembles in New York City 
clubs by age seven. At nine he played the New Orleans Jazz & 
Heritage Festival and two years later made his first appearance at 
JazzFeast, sitting in with Ed Polcer’s group (inset photo). 

As a teenager Jonathan receieved awards from the American String 
Teachers Association and the U.S. Embassy in Hungary. In 2010 he 
earned an honorable mention in the ASCAP Young Jazz Composer 
Awards for his composition “Danny’s Groove,” written in tribute to 

the slain Wall Street Journal reporter and violinist Daniel Pearl.

Now 22 and a newly minted college grad, Jonathan returned to 
Princeton JazzFeast on Sepember 19, this time a leader in his own 
right, and performed an impressive 10-song set with guitarist Vinny 
Raniolo. Russell, who’s blossomed into a polished musician, played 
a five-string violin that he also used to great effect walking bass lines 
and comping chords when guitarist Raniolo soloed. The perform-
ance, which included two memorable Russell originals, and a crowd 
favorite “Besame Mucho,” was a festival highlight.

Jonathan Russell performed with guitarist Vinny Raniolo at JazzFeast on September 19. Photo by Lynn Redmile.

Jonathan Russell at 
JazzFeast in 2006

More on JazzFeast on page 24.
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Member Discount  Claim your member privilege! get free admission to njjs socials, discounts 
to music events, discounts from partners! 

nJJs members discounts  Hibiscus Restaurant, morristown and the Crossroads, garwood 
offer njjs members a discount of 10% off their check . the Berrie Center at Ramapo College offers njjs 
members 5% off event tickets . $5 ticket discount for monthly salem Roadhouse Cafe jazz nights .

Free Jazz socials…ongoing . join us for music and mingling . free for members, $10 non-members 
(applicable to membership) with just a $10 venue minimum . Watch calendar page 3 for upcoming dates 
and details . Beyond the schmooze, there are some serious musical prizes raffled off at our socials!!

njjs Bulletin Board
Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

Prez sez
By Mike Katz President, NJJS

New JerseyJazzSociety

I’ll begin this month’s column by mentioning 
some recent changes in the composition of our 

New Jersey Jazz Society Board of Directors. During 
September’s meeting, Ted Clark was elected to the 
Board, to serve until the annual meeting in 
December, at which time he will stand for election 
by the membership-at-large to a full three-year 
term. Ted has been a member of NJJS for about 
ten years, and is a director of global strategy for a 
major electronics corporation. As an amateur 
musician, he plays bass and has studied 7-string 
guitar with Bucky Pizzarelli. He has had consid-
erable experience in the non-profit world, having 
served in various capacities with the United Way  
of Bergen County, Bergen County Emergency 
Medical Services Advisory Board, Allendale 
Volunteer Ambulance Corps and the Archdiocese 
of Newark. Ted lives with his wife Karen and their 
three children in Allendale in Bergen County.

The Board accepted with regret the resignation of 
Lowell Schantz, due to time constraints arising 
from other activities, including playing in the 
eponymous jazz band led by his 16-year old 
trumpeter son, Florian, who recently marked his 
300th public appearance as a musician. Quite a 
record for someone of such a tender age! While on 
the Board, Lowell served as the manager of our 
e-blast function, by which we publicize to mem-

bers and others on our E-blast list our own events 
as well as those of our partner organizations and 
member musicians. This function has now been 
assumed by Board member Carrie Jackson. Thank 
you Lowell for your service! If anyone out there 
who is reading this is not receiving e-blasts from us 
and would like to, please forward your e-mail 
address to membership@njjs.org.

n The annual business meeting of the New Jersey 
Jazz Society will take place on Sunday, December 
10, at Shanghai Jazz in Madison, beginning at 2 
pm. At that time I will report on the Society’s 
activities during the year about to end, and 
treasurer Kate Casano will report on the state of 
our finances. The members present will then elect 
directors to the Board for three-year terms, includ-
ing current members standing for re-election and 
those seeking election for the first time. After that, 
the Board will conduct its December meeting, at 
which it will elect the officers of the Society to 
serve in 2018, including the president, vice 
presidents, secretary and treasurer. 

We welcome candidates for service on the Board, 
so anyone who is interested is urged to contact 
members of the nominating committee, including 
myself, executive vice president Stew Schiffer and 
Elliott Tyson, as soon as possible, and no later than 
30 days before the meeting. Membership in NJJS 
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for at least a year is a requirement, as is a 
commit-ment to regularly attend monthly 
board meetings (which are held at the Best 
Western Hotel in Morristown), perform 
various ongoing functions as needed, and 
attend and help out at Society events such as 
the Pee Wee Stomp, Jazzfeast and Jazz 
Socials. As the Society has no paid staff, we 
rely on Board members to do most of the 
work needed to carry on our activities.

n As has been customary for many years, the 
annual meeting will include two sets of 
music presented by a group chosen by the 
president. For this year’s meeting, I have 
selected a quartet led by the reed players 
Peter and Will Anderson, both Juilliard 
graduates, who have performed for NJJS and 
elsewhere in the metropolitan area and 
throughout the nation. Most recently, they 
appeared at this year’s Pee Wee Russell 
Memorial Stomp, and in the entire month of 
August they presented a series of four con-
certs in Manhattan featuring the music of 

Harold Arlen, George 
Gershwin, Cole Porter and 
Richard Rodgers, which 
received a rave review 
from Joe Lang in October’s 
Jersey Jazz. As usual, there 

is no music charge for NJJS members (others 
are welcome with payment of a $10 music 
charge), and only a $10 food and drink 
minimum, so mark your calendars and come 
on out for what promises to be a terrific 
afternoon of music and comraderie during 
the holiday season.

n Incidentally, I have been very pleased with 
the recent monthly Socials, which have been 
of particularly high quality and attracted 
near full houses to Shanghai Jazz. These 
events have become a major part of NJJS’s 
activities, and we hope to continue them well 
into the future.

Many thanks to our music committee for 
selecting and engaging the musicians, David 
Niu and Tom Donohoe of Shanghai Jazz, 
and Morris Arts (formerly the Arts Council 
of the Morris Area), which provides partial 
funding for the Socials, and last, but certainly 
not least, the musicians whose participation 
has so greatly enhanced this year’s Socials. JJ

Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

A New Jersey Jazz Society 
membership makes  
a great birthday gift!  
Plus, if you are already  

a member, a gift membership  
costs just $25!  

see page 43 for details!

Like this issue  
of Jersey Jazz? 

Have it delivered  
right to your mailbox  

11 times a year .  
simply join njjs to get  

your subscription .  
see page 43 for details  
or visit www .njjs .org .

 

njjs Calendar
Funding for the NJJS Jazz Socials program has been made possible in part by Morris Arts  

through the N.J. State Council on the Arts/Department of State, a partner agency of the National Endowment for the Arts.

New JerseyJazzSociety

The Florian 
Schantz Jazz 
Combo performed 
at a World War I 
exhibit at the Jewish 
Historical Society 
in Whippany, NJ on 
October 3.

January 21
njjs jAzz soCiAL
Artist TBA

FREE njjs members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

November 19
njjs jAzz soCiAL
Loren Daniels, pianist

FREE njjs members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

December 10
njjs AnnUAL meeting
Peter and Will Anderson

President’s report to the membership and 
election of Board officers for 2018, plus two 
sets of music | FREE admission njjs members, 
$10 all others, $10 food/beverage minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison  
2 – 5:30 pm | www .njjs .org

January 7
CHiCKen fAt BALL
Randy Sandke, Randy Reinhart, 
Adrian Cunningham, John Allred, 
Conal Fowkes, Paul Wells and 
Nicki Parrott

$35 | table seating, please bring 
your own drinks and snacks

The Woodland | Maplewood 
2 – 5 pm
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1.  This cutting-edge California-born 
pianist gravitated to jazz when 
she heard Charlie Parker’s music, 
and played in Los Angeles with 
Dexter Gordon, Teddy Edwards 
and others before moving to New 
York in 1965. She’s been a leader 
on more than 20 albums, having 
Eddie Gomez, John Patitucci, Jack 
De Johnette, Cecil McBee and Billy 
Hart among her accompanists. 
Now 79, she’s a professor at 
Berklee. 

2.  Winner of five Best Jazz Vocal 
Album Grammies since 2001 
(most recently, Beautiful Life in 
2013) the Denver-raised singer is 
renowned for her glorious voice, 
apt interpretation of lyrics, and 
her scatting. She played a 1950s 
nightclub singer in the 2006 film 
Good Night and Good Luck, about 
the legendary TV newscaster 
Edward R. Murrow. The 

soundtrack was one of her 
Grammy winners.

3.  The Missouri-born guitar wiz has 
won 20 Grammies in 10 different 
categories over 30 years, begin-
ning with Offramp in 1983 and 
lately, Unity Band in 2013. His 
popularity extends far beyond jazz 
because of his adventurous 
explorations into new technology 
and unusual settings for making 
music. 

4.  The impresario and record 
producer is from Ohio, but his love 
for jazz lured him to both coasts. 
He ran the Keystone Klub in San 
Francisco from 1972-83, later 
returning to Yoshi’s in Oakland.  
In New York he was director at 
Dizzy’s Club (2001-12) and headed 
the 32 Records label starting in 
2000. He’s also produced records 
for many other labels in the U.S. 
and Japan.

Jazz Trivia 
By O. Howie Ponder
(answers on page 33)

Hurray For The Hip, Hip NEA

Next April 18, the National Endowment for the Arts will honor the 
four 2018 Jazz Masters at a concert in the Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C. They’ll join the 149 other recipients chosen since 
1982, each awarded a $25,000 prize. 

Howie also welcomes suggestions for future questions —  
or comments from readers. Contact him at jazztrivia@njjs.org.

New JerseyJazzSociety
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                                                                           Restaurant  
and bar

24 main st . (Rt . 124), madison, nj 07940
973.822.2899 • info@shanghaijazz.com

                                                               NO COvER (except special events)

november Highlights
 wed 11/1: aaron weInsteIn, ed laub 
  and martIn PIzzarellI
 thu 11/2: russ KassoFF
 fri 11/3: Jerry Vezza and GroVer Kemble
 sat 11/4: bernard “Pretty” PurdIe GrouP
 sun 11/5: mIles HudGIns trIo
 tue 11/7: JoHn Korba
 fri 11/10: solomon HIcKs Quartet
 tue 11/14: JoHn Korba
 fri & sat  
 11/17 & 11/18: claudIo rodItI
 tue 11/21: JoHn Korba
 tue 11/28: JoHn Korba

  book your special parties at shanghai Jazz. call for information. 

Tuesday: 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm | Wednesday and Thursday: 7:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Friday and Saturday two seatings: 6:30 and 8:30 pm | Sunday: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

for latest schedules and updates, 
please visit www.shanghaijazz.com

Please note: We take reservations by telephone only 973 .822 .2899 and not by e-mail . 
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I   first heard the line above from Jersey Jazz contributor Sandy Ingham who used it as 
the title of a New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival report one year when he happily 

took me up on my suggestion to write about the Big Easy’s food instead of its jazz. 

I coopted his bon mot as the theme for the 70th birthday party I threw for myself last 
month when I invited a convivial group of friends of all ages to the recently opened 
Jack’s Seafood Shack in Montclair. In addition to a platter of Blue Points, the fishfest 
included a boatload of other frutti di mare — calamari, clams, crab cakes, scallops and 
Maine lobster — not to mention grilled cheese sandwiches and gnocchi. We all gave 
Jack’s a collective thumbs up, even if our lovely young waitress didn’t seem to know 
much about oysters and neglected to take the guest of honor’s entree order (whoops!). 
No matter any of that, Jack’s is a friendly place that serves up fresh and tasty food with 
spicy pizzazz.

Shown above, your editor offers a toast to himself as Lucie Lobdell looks on. As well 
travelled as she is well dressed, Ms. Lucie declared, “I ate a dozen oysters every day  
on my three trips to New Orleans.” Bene salute e cent’anni to that! JJ

Advertising Rates Quarter page: $50; Half page $75; full page $110 . Biz card size $25 . $10 discount on repeat  
full-page ads . to place an ad, send payment at www .PayPal .com using code: payment@njjs .org,  

or mail check payable to NJJS to nj jazz society, c/o michael A . Katz, 382 springfield Ave ., suite 217, summit, nj 
07901; please indicate size and issue . Contact art@njjs .org or 201-306-2769 for tech information and to submit ads .

nJJs deadlines submit press releases and event notices five weeks prior to issue date . Advertising space 
reservations are due five weeks prior to issue date . final art is due four weeks prior to issue date .

eARLY sUBmissions ARe gReAtLY APPReCiAteD .

Jersey Jazz welcomes your comments on any article or editorial. Send email to  
editor@njjs.org or mail to the Editor (see masthead this page for address).  
Include your name and geographical location.

Comments?

The Editor’s Pick
By Tony Mottola  
Jersey Jazz Editor

                 the journal  
of the new jersey jazz society

Volume 45 • Issue 10
usPs® Pe6668

Jersey Jazz (issn 07405928) is published monthly 
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“The  
Oyster  
Is My 
World”

Photo by Linda Lobdell

n  JACK’S SEAFOOD SHACK 
718 Bloomfield Ave, montclair, nj | www .jacksseafoodshacknj .com 
BYoB, open 7 days, free parking next door at the montclair Art museum
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big band in the sky  By Sanford Josephson 

JerseystoriesJazz

continued on page 10

n Larry Elgart, 95, alto 
saxophonist/bandleader, 
March 20, 1922, New 
London, CT – August 29, 
2017, Sarasota, FL. 
Although the big band  
era had passed its peak  
by the early 1950s, alto 
saxophonist Larry Elgart 
and his trumpet-playing 
brother, Les, were able  
to support the Les and 
Larry Elgart Orchestra  
by playing college  
proms, country club 
engagements, and cruise 
ship ballrooms. 

They received modest radio airplay from a 
1953 album called Sophisticated Swing 
(Columbia), and, while in Philadelphia 
during a publicity tour, they met local TV 
host Bob Horn, who had a dance show 
called Bandstand. They wrote a theme song, 
“Bandstand Boogie,” for the show and 
recorded it in 1954. Then, Bandstand 
evolved into American Bandstand. Horn was 
succeeded by a young new host, Dick Clark, 
and the Elgarts received royalties for the 
next 60 years. In an interview with the 
Longboat (FL) Observer, Larry Elgart said, “If 
you hear Barry Manilow, at times, he’ll say 
he wrote ‘Bandstand Boogie’. It’s not true. 
He just wrote the lyrics decades later.”

At age 17, Elgart was hired as lead alto 
saxophonist by bandleader Charlie Spivak. 
He went on to play with bands led by 
Tommy Dorsey, Woody Herman and Red 
Norvo before joining forces with his 
brother. The Elgart brothers split up in the 
late ’60s, but Larry continued a bandleading 
and recording career on his own. The 
Washington Post’s Adam Bernstein (Sept. 1, 
2017) described his music as “a polite lineup 
of big band favorites, cha-chas, and bossa 
nova standards. It was distinguished less by 
its choice of material than what Larry Elgart 
did with it. He fostered what he called the 
‘Elgart sound’ — the lilting bounce of its 
tempos, the crisp precision of its horn 
section, and the swingy flourishes of its 
saxes.”

In 1982, Elgart had an 
unlikely hit, the result of 
putting a disco beat to 
songs that were big band 
hits in the ’30s and ’40s. 
The album, Hooked on 
Swing (RCA), reached 
Number 31 on the 
Billboard charts and sold 
more than three million 
copies. 

In 2014, Elgart and his 
wife Lynn co-wrote a 
memoir entitled The 
Music Business and the 
Monkey Business (Archway 

Publishing). In addition to his wife, he is 
survived by two sons, Brock and Brad;  
four grandchildren; and four great-
grandchildren.

n Walter Becker, 67, guitarist/songwriter, 
February 20, 1950, Forest Hills, Queens, NY 
– September 3, 2017, Maui, Hawaii.  
The headline on the reuters.com obituary 
described Becker as “Steely Dan’s jazz-loving 
co-founder.” The article that followed 
pointed out that he “grew up revering the 
jazz giants Charlie Parker, Duke Ellington, 
and John Coltrane.” Steely Dan’s music, 
according to The New York Times’ Jon 
Pareles (Sept. 3, 2017) “used richly 
ambiguous harmonies rooted in Debussy, 
Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, and Sonny 
Rollins, giving the songs a sophisticated core 
that would be widely influential across jazz 
and pop.”

Jazz Times editor Evan Hagan wrote (Sept. 
4, 2017) that Becker and his vocalist/
keyboardist partner Donald Fagen “bridged 
the gap between jazz and fusion and popular 
music in ways that earned a rare confluence 
of critical and commercial success…Becker 
and Fagen made a habit of employing only 
the sharpest jazz and studio musicians to 
record their music.” Perhaps the best 
example of this is their 1977 album, Aja 
(ABC Records), which included saxophonist 
Wayne Shorter, guitarist Larry Carlton, 
drummer Steve Gadd and keyboardist 
Victor Feldman. 

In his allmusic.com review, Stephen Thomas 
Erlewine described Aja as, “A cooly textured 
and immaculately produced collection of 
sophisticated jazz-rock…even the simplest 
song, the sunny pop of ‘Peg’, has layers of 
jazzy vocal harmonies…Aja is a shining 
example of jazz-rock at its finest.” Other jazz 
artists who recorded or performed with 
Steely Dan included saxophonists Phil 
Woods and Chris Potter, trumpeter Randy 
Brecker, drummer Peter Erskine, and 
vocalists Carolyn Leonhart and Catherine 
Russell.

Fagen and Becker met while attending Bard 
College in the late 1960s. In a public 
statement released the day of Becker’s death, 
Fagen said, “We started writing nutty little 
tunes on an upright piano in a small sitting 
room in the lobby of Ward Manor, a 
moldering old mansion on the Hudson 
River that the college used as a dorm.” 
Touring together after college (Fagen 
graduated; Becker dropped out), they 
moved to Los Angeles and released their first 
Steely Dan album Can’t Buy a Thrill in 1972 
on the MCA label. Steely Dan disbanded in 
1980 and re-surfaced in 1993, releasing only 
two additional studio albums, Two Against 
Nature (Giant Records), which won a 
Grammy as Album of the Year in 2000, and 
Everything Must Go (Warner Brothers) in 
2003. Their biggest hit single was “Rikki, 
Don’t Lose That Number” from the 1974 
album, Pretzel Logic (ABC Records).

Becker was dealing with a heroin habit in 
the ’70s and, according to Fagen’s statement, 
“habits got the better of him by the end of 
the ’70s, and we lost touch for awhile.” After 
Becker moved to Maui, he broke the habit 
and became an avocado farmer, returning to 
music in the late ’80s. He and Fagen began 
collaborating on each other’s solo albums, 
while touring as Steely Dan. Fagen’s 
statement indicated that Steely Dan would 
continue to perform live. “I intend to keep 
the music we created together as long as I 
can with the Steely Dan band,” he said.

Saxophonist Chris Potter described Becker 
to Jazz Times as “one of the funniest, wittiest 
people I ever met, and always the smartest 
guy in the room, unless Donald Fagen was 

Larry Elgart

Sanford Josephson is the author of Jazz Notes: Interviews Across the Generations and Jeru’s Journey:  
The Life and Music of Gerry Mulligan. He’s written about jazz musicians in a variety of publications.
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also present, in which case, they 
shared that honor. The depth of his 
knowledge on any subject was 
astounding; his curiosity about the 
world knew no bounds. His 
enthusiasm and knowledge about jazz 
music was especially pro-found.” 
Cause of death was not disclosed, and 
no information was available 
regarding survivors.

n Dr. William Weinberg, 96, contributor to founding of the 
Rutgers Institute of Jazz Studies, March 2, 1921, Philadelphia – 
September 7, 2017, Skillman, NJ.  Dr. Weinberg was an emeritus 
professor of industrial relations at Rutgers University. He served as 
assistant to two Rutgers presidents, Mason W. Gross, and Edward J. 
Bloustein, and also served as chairman of the New York-New Jersey 
Port Authority Employment Relations Panel.

A dedicated jazz fan, Dr. Weinberg convinced Marshall Stearns, the 
creator of the Institute of Jazz Studies, to move the IJS from his 
Greenwich Village apartment to the Rutgers Newark campus in 
1967. Retired IJS director and author Dan Morgenstern recalled to 
Jersey Jazz that Dr. Weinberg “was the one who came to visit and 
offered me the job at Rutgers, to my total surprise. He persuaded 

Marshall Stearns and Rutgers 
president Mason Gross to do the 
deal. He was also a founder of the 
Institute’s Journal of Jazz Studies, 
and, along with faculty members, 
Charles Nancy and David Cayer, a 
guiding spirit during the 
Institute’s early Rutgers years. He 
also produced the concert series, 
‘Jazz: The Personal Dimension,’ a 
joint venture of Rutgers and 
Carnegie Recital Hall.”

Jack Stine, New Jersey Jazz Society 
president emeritus, remembers calling Mason Gross after the first 
Pee Wee Russell Stomp to say he had about $3,000 he’d like to 
donate to the college to establish a scholarship at Rutgers. “He told 
me he knew nothing about jazz,” Stine said, “but his assistant, Dr. 
Weinberg did, and he’d have him get in touch with me. It was the 
start of a wonderful relationship, and Bill became one of our most 
valuable contacts.” 

Dr. Weinberg is survived by five children: Valerie Weinberg of 
Washington, DC; David Weinberg of Rainier, OR; Amy Weinberg, 
Highland Park, NJ; Judy Weinberg, Metuchen, NJ; and Nora 
Weinberg, North Brunswick, NJ. He is also survived by a grandson, 
Max Dienemann; several cousins; and a special friend, Sallie Van 
Merkensteijn. JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

BIG BAND IN THE SKy
continued from page 8

William Weinberg

New Jersey Jazz 
Musician Awarded 
chamber music 
america Grant

C     hamber Music America (CMA), the 
 national network for ensemble music 

professionals, has awarded the prestigious 
New Jazz Works grant to jazz flutist Andrea 
Brachfeld for the creation and performance 
of a new jazz composition. The funding, 
made possible with the support of the Doris 
Duke Charitable Foundation, is designed to 
provide financial and administrative support 
for new ensemble works and to underwrite 
performances and the recording of the new 
composition. Fifteen jazz composers and 
their ensembles were chosen from a pool of 
hundreds of applications.

“I am honored to have been recognized by 
Chamber Music America with this major 
commission,” said Ms. Brachfeld, “and I am 
thrilled to have the support of this acclaimed 

organization. My quartet 
and I look forward to our 
upcoming performances.”

Named Jazz Flutist of the 
Year for 2015 by Hot 
House Jazz Awards, 
Andrea’s music has been 
praised by critics and 
audiences. Her latest CD, 
Lotus Blossom, on the 
Jazzheads label received  
four stars from 
DownBeat. Featuring Bill 
O’Connell, Winard 
Harper and Rufus Reid, 
the release stayed in the 
top 20 on the JazzWeek 
charts for several weeks. 

A graduate of Manhattan 
School of Music, Andrea started her career 
at All Nite Soul at the age of 16. She has 
performed with musicians such as Charles 
Eubanks, Adam Nussbaum, Tito Puente, 
Wallace Roney, Hubert Laws, Paquito 
D’Rivera, Hilton Ruiz and others. Her first 

straight ahead jazz CD, 
Lady of the Island, featured 
Wallace Roney, Wycliffe 
Gordon and Bill 
O’Connell. She was 
recognized as a student 
with a Louis Armstrong 
Award, and later with the 
Chico O’Farrill Lifetime 
Achievement Award and 
the Pionero Award for her 
contributions to Latin 
music.

An NJJS member, Andrea 
presented a panel discuss-
ion on Latin jazz and 
performed an exciting 
program of Charanga and 
Danzón music with 
acclaimed Cuban-born 

percussionist Myra Casales at a May 2008 
Members Meeting at Trumpets Jazz Club. 

Her current group, Insight, includes pianist 
Bill O’Connell, bassist Harvie S, and 
drummer Jason Tiemann. JJ

Andrea Brachfeld. Photo by Jerry Lacay.
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As the 20th century gets smaller in the rearview 
mirror, we keep encountering centenaries of 

the people who played important roles in the 
development of the music we know as jazz. Indeed, 
one could make entire festivals honoring the people 
whose birthdates hit the century mark recently. 

This year, for example, we saw the commemoration 
of icons such as Ella Fitzgerald, John Birks “Dizzy” 
Gillespie, Thelonious Sphere Monk and Buddy 
Rich. All four spanned the eras of big band, bebop 
and modern jazz and had an enormous impact on 
jazz.

In what has become an annual late summer event 
on the Hudson River, directly across from the 
World Trade Center site, New Jersey City University 
again held an open-air concert with a big band 
featuring musicians who either studied or taught in 
the school’s jazz program, including drummer Rich 
DeRosa, a recipient of the NJCU’s Distinguished 
Alumni Award in 2014, as well as former faculty 
member Peter McGuiness. Dizzy Gillespie Alumni 
All-Star Big Band member Doug Purviance also 
took part in the performance. 

The band was conducted by recently retired NJCU 
professor Richard Lowenthal and included a couple 
of “ringers,” longtime Gillespie protégé Jon Faddis 
and young jazz singer Cyrille Aimee.

Also taking place at the J. Owen Grundy Pier on 
Exchange Place was the third presentation of the 
annual Clark Terry Award, named after the 
trumpeter who made a name for himself as a leader, 
sideman, educator and mensch. The award, in the 
shape of Terry’s first crude instrument made from 
junkyard scraps, usually goes to a current student 
who exemplifies the late hornman’s ideals, this year 
went to a member of the alumni band’s trumpet 
section, Freddie Hendrix. Hendrix, a Teaneck native 
is a product of both the undergraduate program at 
William Paterson University and graduate studies at 
NJCU. Like Terry, he’s been a part of big bands, 
small groups and jazz education. JJ

Although Richard Lowenthal is now retired he will 
continue to conduct the annual September Alumni Jazz 
Band concert. See story on page 19.

Alumni Bg Band pays tribute to the music of Jon Faddis’s mentor, Dizzy Gillespie, during an 
al fresco concert on the Hudson River in Jersey City. 

With the mid-Manhattan skyline fighting through the haze, the New Jersey City University 
Alumni Jazz Big Band performs its 5th annual concert at Exchange Place in Jersey City.

It wouldn’t be a tribute to 
Dizzy Gillespie or Ella Fizgerald 

without some scat singing 
involved. Jon Faddis and Cyrille 

Aimee engage in some vocal 
exchanges during the New Jersey 
City University outdoor concert 

on  September 15.

nJcu alumni band draws 
a crowd to the Jersey 
city waterfront For an 
ella & dizzy tribute
Story and photos by Mitchell Seidel
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Israeli Flutist mattan Klein 
Performs In livingston dec. 2

On Saturday 
evening 

December 2 at  
8 pm, the excit-
ing Israeli jazz 
flutist Mattan 
Klein returns 
for a fourth 
time to Anshe 
Emeth Mem-
orial Temple, 
222 Livingston 
Avenue, New 
Brunswick, NJ. His fourth recording, Sound Tracks, comes from 
Israel; it was conceived, sponsored, produced and recorded there.  

Klein was born and raised in Jerusalem. He studied at the Rubin 
Academy there and graduated with honors from the Berklee 
College of Music in Boston. His original compositions have earned 
him awards at the John Lennon Songwriting Contest and the USA 
Songwriting Competition.  

His style belongs to the current generation of jazz artists, with just 
a hint of the sensibilities unique to Klein’s world — a touch of 
New York, a touch of Israel and a reflection of his deep interest in 
the music of Brazil. 

It’s all integrated into his unique voice, one that restrains the use of 
chromaticism that goes along with this style to create the balance 
of elements that still evades many performers.  

He will offer a mix of jazz-friendly tunes along with Pablo Vergara, 
piano; Ben Zwerin, bass; Adriano Santos, drums; and special guest 
Tammy Scheffer, vocals.  

Tickets are $18 per person, and can be purchased at www.aemt.net 
or call 732-545-6484. 

More information at www.mattanklein.com. JJ

Mattan Klein

C T S I M A G E S |The Face of Jazz       
 Licensing • Research • Appraisals

Photo Archives include vintage Jazz, Pop, Blues, R&B, Rock, Country/Western, 

Radio Personalities, Big Bands, Vocalists, Hollywood and more.

• PhotograPh research • Licensing for commerciaL use  
• fine art Limited edition Prints • gaLLery exhibitions

• record & PhotograPh aPPraisaLs

WWW.CTSIMAGES.COM  e-mail: Cynthia@ctsimages.com 

e

www.marleneverplanck.com

Surprise Me Somewhere!
m a r l e n e  V e r P l a n c K

Sunday, November 5

Mahwah Library
Mahwah, NJ, 2-4 pm

Wednesday, November 15

Sardella’s Restaurant
Newport, RI, Marlene with Mike Renzi  
Tel: 401-849-6312

Saturday, November 18

Greenvale Winery
Portsmouth, RI, Mike Renzi Trio  
Tel: 401-847-3777, music 1-4 pm

Sunday, November 19

Johnny’s at the Atlantic Resort
Middletown, RI, More Mike Renzi  
Tel: 401-236-2020, music 3-7 pm

Sunday, November 26

Marlene Live  
with Michael 
Bourne!
Jazz Radio WBGO 88.3 FM 
10 am – 2 pm
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J ohn di Martino seems to play with almost 
everybody. Take Janis Siegel, who said when I 

interviewed her, “I am also excited about working 
with John Di Martino. We met on one of those 
jazz cruises. John was playing with Houston 
Person and he was at the jam session every night. 
That is where I sat in with him, and I thought, 
‘This is nice. This is a special guy.’” 

We spoke in January about his growing up in 
Philadelphia, his career centered in New York  
—and why his home is now in New Jersey. 

continued on page 16

talking Jazz

A jersey jazz interview With  
john di martino
By Schaen Fox

JJ: Is there anything new or special you 
would like to talk about?

Jd: in recent years i’ve played for singers a lot .  
i have done maybe the last 10 recordings with 
freddy Cole . i play piano and write arrangements 
for him . i met freddy Cole when i was in Atlantic 
City for six years . We did the Detroit festival in 
september . i wrote the arrangements for an entire 
program of freddy with a chamber orchestra . it 
was really exciting!

i just recorded about my fifth record with giacomo 
gates . i’ve been working with janis siegel . i did her 
last solo record, Night Songs, but also we have a 
Brazilian co-project between myself, janis siegel 
and nanny Assis, who is a percussionist from 
Bahia . it is called “Requinte trio” which just means 
“sophisticated trio .” i’ve recorded a bunch of 
records with a young gal from Australia, simone 
Kopmajer . i’ve known her because we’ve been 
recording for years for Venus Records, the 
japanese label .

i have lost count of the records i have with bassist 

singer nicki Parrott . i do her Venus Records work 
and we usually tour japan every year or every other 
year . i also made about thirteen records with my 
own group on that label . they dubbed us the 
“Romantic jazz trio .” it wasn’t my choice, but i say, 
“Call me anything except late to dinner .” [Chuckles] 
i have a series of records with some pretty sexy 
covers . they are not pictures of me . i didn’t have 
anything to do with it . i think they are a little over 
the top . [Laughs] 

i’ve been doing these strayhorn programs with 
Paquito D’Rivera . He plays clarinet on this project 
and he is a virtuosic clarinet player . He is a classical 
clarinetist as well . He enjoys this because it is a 
departure from the repertoire he plays with his 
band . We have one Latin arrangement: an obscure 
piece with different titles, “Lament for an orchid,” 
and “Absence,” set in a Cuban rhythm called a 
danzón . i did maybe the past six or seven records 
with Houston Person, so i’ve been doing a lot on 
the High note label .

i have two self-produced CDs . one is called 

Impromptu, a duo with the great Warren Vaché, the 
greatest cornet player in the world . Also a trio 
record called Turnaround with Boris Kozlov who i 
work with a lot, and Alvin Atkinson on drums . 

one more thing; i record for a company in thailand 
called Hitman jazz . i think they are thinking in 
terms of Hit Parade, but it sounds different to us . 
[Chuckles] i have two records out that they have 
commissioned me to do — all music of the king of 
thailand, who recently passed . He played jazz 
saxophone and clarinet, and has an extensive 
songbook . everybody in thailand knows his songs . 
i’ve done the two records with an all new York 
band, and i usually go there every year and do a 
concert . We are finishing up one now with a thai 
singer, so that is in the original language . 

my other big love besides music is film . i’ve always 
wanted to score a film, and i’ve finally had the 
chance . i scored five documentaries for an Austrian 
production called “A glimpse of Paradise .” they are 
travel documentaries about gardens with sidelines 
into arts and crafts and things, but focused on the 
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restoration of ancient gardens in the islamic world . there is a series in iran, 
morocco, southern spain and other places . [Chuckles] it was really fun . that is 
work i want to get more involved in .

JJ: I’ve seen your name spelled several ways. How should the  
Di be spelled? 

Jd: technically it should be Di, but i like how it looks with a small di,  
so i do that . 

JJ: You’re from Philadelphia, home town of other musically 
important Martinos, like Al and Pat. By chance are you related to 
them?

Jd: Al i don’t know, but Pat i worked with for a while . We are both from the 
same neighborhood . that is not his real name . His real name is Azzara . i think 
martino comes from somewhere in his family . We are not related except we 
both have a southern italian heritage . 

JJ: Were there any other professional musicians in your family? 

Jd: no . i feel that the talent comes from my mother, an amateur singer . she 
never did it professionally . she had a tremendous ear and influence on me . 
When i first started getting involved with music, we’d go through the fake book 
and she’d point out all the hip tunes, sing them to me, and we would play them 
together . i started becoming a heavy jazz fan when i was about 12 years old . 
my mother gave me a lot of vocal records, people like june Christie and gloria 
Lynn, who i later worked with .

When i was about 19, i was obsessed 
with tristano’s music . that was all i 
was listening to . those guys would 
never play the melody . they just start 
blowing on the changes, but i’m telling 
you that my mom, without any musical 
training, no technical musical 
knowledge at all; but you could play 
the track, she’d listen, say, “oh yes,” 
and start singing the tune . that is 
pretty amazing .

JJ: You did get to study with 
Lenny Tristano. What was that 
like?

Jd: one of the first records i had was 
by Lee Konitz . i fell in love with Lee’s 
playing and people said, “Well if you 
are into Lee Konitz, you’ve got to 
check out Lenny tristano .” then i 
started listening to Lenny, and my 
mother said, “You should study with 
Lenny tristano .”  
i sought him out . i was late as a driver, 
so my brother drove me up to the first 
lesson . i called him saying, “mr . 
tristano can you give me driving 
directions?” He was blind . He said, 

“Well i don’t drive . You dig?” [Laughs] He was quite a character, a real 
bebopper . He said, “You get to the midtown tunnel some fucking way . just ask 
anybody in new York how to get to the fucking midtown tunnel, okay?” After 
that he gave me perfect directions to where he lived in jamaica, Queens . i’d 
take Amtrak then the e or the f train out to 79th street every week . [Chuckles] 
that was quite an experience . 

His focus was on taking great solos by great jazz musicians, and first learning 
to sing them with the recording; then to sing them without the recording . the 
next step was to play it on your instrument . He thought if you just heard their 
music and went right to your instrument you would wind up just imitating, but 
if you did this singing process you’d really internalize it . He got this because 
Bird learned to play every recorded solo Pres ever made . Bird took these 
elements and developed something totally new with them . 

He was very encouraging . i was a lazy kid . i remember i once played something 
for him, and he was very moved . He grabbed me by the hand, and his eyes 
watered . i remember him saying, “it is so hard to get youngsters to 
understand .” He felt that i had a gift, and he wanted me to work harder . 

JJ: What sparked your love of Latin Jazz?

Jd: i fell in love with it in high school . i had Latino friends that were turning 
me on to the fania All star Records . i think i was 15 when i was playing with 
my first Latin band . We were doing covers of salsa hits . in the ‘70s the music of 
the Puerto Rican community was at a high point . it had the original Cuban 
energy, but there was something really unique about the contribution of the 
Puerto Ricans that grew up in this country in the same neighborhoods, or right 
next to the neighborhoods of African-Americans . there’s this influence back 
and forth and a very special energy to those players like Ray Barretto, who i 

later got to play with . there is a 
“grease” and a feel for the blues, the 
soul of American music that somehow 
fused with the Latin music . Cuban 
musicians have tremendous virtuosity, 
but actually they don’t have that feel; 
perhaps because they were cut off for 
so long . 

i’d like to make a film to try to describe 
the intangible, this amazing musicality 
that is very unique to the musicians of 
Puerto Rican heritage in the United 
states . i got some of that energy 
playing it up until i was about 19 . it 
became part of my DnA; then i got 
totally away from it . i didn’t play any of 
that music again until i moved to new 
York . When i moved to new York, one 
of my early bread and butter gigs was 
at the Rainbow Room . i played with the 
American band and also the Latin 
band, which was led by a great flute 
player from Panama, marico smith and 
my education, got to another level . 

JJ: Would you tell us about your 
years in Atlantic City?

Jd: i never went to music school . i 

JerseystoriesJazz
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continued on page 18
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The Chicken Fat Ball!
sunday, january 7, 2018 | 2-5 pm 

the Woodland | 60 Woodland Road, maplewood, nj

tIcKets $35  Complete registration below and mail with your check payable to Al Kuehn to 12 Lenox Place, Maplewood, NJ 07040.  
Please include a self-addressed stamped envelope. QuestIons? Call 973-763-7955.

NAME:  

ADDRESS:   

                    

PHONE NO:                                             EMAIL:  

Randy Sandke, TRumpeT

paul wellS, dRumS

Conal FowkeS, pIano

Seating is at tables, please bring  
your own drinks and snacks.

Co-SponSoRed by The nJ Jazz SoCIeTy

John allRed, TRombone

Randy ReInhaRdT, CoRneT/TRombone

nICkI paRRoTT, baSS/voCalS

adRIan CunnIngham, ClaRIneT/Sax
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had a scholarship to Berklee in Boston when i was 
19, but you do stupid things when you are a kid . i 
didn’t go, but i feel that my destiny of music always 
pulled at me, even though i tried to run in the 
opposite direction . Atlantic City became my music 
school . i learned to understand not only music, but 
show business and also not to be a snob about any 
genre of music . one thing my teacher in 
Philadelphia, jimmy Amadie, always said was, 
“When a player puts down a style of music, it is 
because he can’t cut it . try to master the music 
first . then you can say, ‘i really don’t want to do 
that .’” that opened me up in a way . i feel like those 
skills continued to serve me as i moved to new 
York, and frankly, those connections i made are still 
branching out to this day . 

i was about 25 when i started working in Atlantic 
City . i got a house band gig at the golden nugget . 
this was an anachronism in the time that it existed . 
i started working there with frankie Randel, a 
singer and pianist . the way he structured his show 
was, he’d be standing at the mic; i’d play about 
three or four songs at the grand piano; then he’d go 
to the piano and i’d go to the keyboard . i’d just add 
a little arranging color, a little strings, a little brass, 
maybe an electric piano solo, depending on the 
style of the music . i actually wasn’t very happy 
because i wanted to play piano . 

A month into the gig i said, “frankie, i think i want 
to leave .” He said, “john, i can’t tell you why, but if 
you hang in a little longer i think you are going to 
like this gig .” [Chuckles] About a month later he 
became the entertainment director, so i was 
playing piano all the time and playing for great 
people who never really got their due, but also 
great people who were considered has-beens . it 
ran the gamut from jazz, show business folks, R&B 
and comedians . i remember playing for: mr . B [Billy 
eckstein], jack sheldon, fran Warren, joni 
summers, Charlie Callas and Pat Cooper . it was all 
the people i grew up watching on the Tonight 
Show . i feel so grateful for that .

the sound man recorded every show, and on one 
late trio sets, mr . B sat in with me . i should find him 
and get that recording, because it was so beautiful . 
i remember playing “Lush Life” for mr . B and at the 
end of it he said, “not bad for an italian .” [Laughs]  
i want a copy with that line in it of course . 

JJ: You became close to the great Billy 
Eckstein and his accompanist Bobby Tucker 

in those years. 

Jd: i was playing with Billy eckstein, but i never 
replaced Bobby tucker . they both became mentors 
for me . We became such good friends that they 
would add me on a gig playing the string parts on a 
synthesizer . i wasn’t into playing a synthesizer, but 
i just loved being around them . We spent hours just 
hanging out in the cafeteria in the golden nugget . 
just to hear mr . B and Bobby spin yarns was living 
history . mr . B introduced me to freddy Cole . mr . B 
was a dear friend of his older brother nat . 

it was wonderful to hear mr . B spin yarns about all 
the amazing people he dealt with . He had the 
hippest band in the world . He had the whole history 
of jazz in his band . He also had a way of putting 
people in their place . When someone asked him, 
“eckstein, is that your real name?” mr . B explained 
the whole german derivation of it and after that 
asked, “Don’t you hate it when people ask ignorant 
questions?” 

i also worked with Billy Daniels, and i’ll tell you a 
funny thing about him . i would sub on his gig . i 
wasn’t his regular pianist . He would sing “if i Ruled 
the World” eloquently, but in the second chorus i 
would noodle the melody, and he would muse 
saying, “if i ruled the world, texas would be my 
ranch . maine would be my summer home… but 
you could keep mississippi and Alabama .” 
[Chuckles] i could do a whole hour about Billy 
Daniels . We would play the intro to “Black magic” 
for about 15 minutes . He’d be shaking his shoulders 
and say, “You can’t rush into this song . You’ve got 
to feel it .” [Laughs] 

they gave him a wireless mic, which he took full 
advantage of . He’d just bounce around the room . 
We played the intro and from nowhere you’d hear, 
“Alone from night to night you’ll find me…” and the 
people would be looking around to see where the 
voice was coming from . He’d be sitting on a chair in 
the back of the room . [Laughs] He wore a toupee 
and a woman said to him, “Billy i love your hair .” 
He said, “give me a minute darling, and i’ll take it 
off and give it to you .” [Laughs] He was a real 
character, and there are not too many around 
anymore . [Laughs]

JJ: Please tell us about Bobby Tucker.

Jd: i met him in Atlantic City, but he lived in the 
home he grew up in morristown, new jersey . He 
always said he had the sexiest number in the 
phone book; the last four numbers were 2469 . 
[Chuckles] i said to Bobby, “if you ever work with 
Redd fox, i’m sure he would introduce you that 
way .” mr . B would introduce him this way, “on the 
piano, ladies and gentleman the brother i never 

had, Bobby tucker . He’s only had two jobs his 
whole life: four years with Billy Holliday and about 
50 years with mr . B, and he thinks he is in show 
business .” [Laughs] 

i’m not the best at keeping in touch with people, 
but i’d talk to him at Christmas and new Year . the 
last time i saw him, he hadn’t played piano in 
years, but he was sitting down and showing me 
some things at the piano . His wife erma was like, 
“Wow, that is unusual . He never plays the piano .” it 
was like he was in a rush to share everything with 
me . i consider him like my musical father .

He gave me so many things like photographs . i saw 
this look in his eye, and i realized later that he was 
looking at me for the last time . that still rivets me . 
His wife, afterwards, told me i could come and take 
anything . i never did . there was one thing i would 
have loved to have taken, a picture from a record 
date of Lady Day, jimmy Rowles and Red mitchell . it 
is inscribed, “to my friend and fiend Bobby tucker .” 
i think she gave all the Billy eckstine music to the 
smithsonian . 

JJ: What got you to move to New York? 

Jd: it was inevitable . i realized it was my destiny 
to come here . if i could go back in a time machine i 
would have moved here when i was 19 . i think on 
some level i had a dysfunctional relationship with 
my teacher jimmy Amadie . He was a great teacher, 
and i still hear his guidance every day, but he would 
say, “oh, don’t go until you are ready .” that is the 
worst thing to tell a young person . the best thing is 
to tell them, “Put yourself in the ring and get your 
butt kicked as soon as possible . then when you 
pick yourself up, you are better for it .” if you find 
you are in the wrong field, it is good to find it early . 
i did move to new York in ’88 and in the beginning i 
would run back to Atlantic City to do gigs a lot . 
then i realized if i kept doing that i would never get 
into the scene up here . i had to burn some bridges 
to build some new ones . 

JJ: How did you start writing for DIVA?

Jd: out of the blue, stanley Kay took a liking to 
me . i was playing with one of his protégés in the 
band, Karolina strassmayer . she is now with the 
WDR Big Band in Cologne, germany . i don’t think he 
had heard my arrangements, but just saw 
something in me . He said, “johnny i want you to 
write for the band . He had an idea for “oh What a 
Beautiful morning,” and that was one of the first 
charts i did . i have ten or more charts in their book . 
He was one of the first to trust me as a big band 
arranger . i’ve done some writing for their small 
group as well . i’ve enjoyed writing for them .

JJ: I heard you joke about your connection 
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to the tune “Johnny Come Lately.” Would you explain that?

Jd: one of the early records i got was by Chet Baker/Russ freeman and there 
is a duo version of “Lush Life” that i love . the next strayhorn number i fell in 
love with was “Passion flower .” grover Washington’s “mr . magic,” was a big 
pop-fusion hit record . it has a beautiful Bob james arrangement of “Passion 
flower” with grover playing it on soprano sax . He had a really unique soprano 
sound . the first time i heard “johnny Come Lately” might have been the 
strayhorn record by Wynton marsalis . “johnny Come Lately” has become a 
regular part of my trio repertoire . Let’s put it this way, i’m not one of those 
people that gets to the gig an hour early . 

JJ: Do you have any career souvenirs at home that a visitor might 
see? 

Jd: sure . i have a picture of Bobby tucker in my studio, and i have a picture of 
myself and james moody . i have one with Kenny Burrell, but i don’t know 
where i put that . i have pictures of some of the greats like joe zawinul, Herbie 
Hancock, Chick Corea and Keith jarrett on my wall to keep me inspired . And i 
have a poster from a tour in japan . the way they did it was cool, so i kept that .

JJ: Is there a film, book or play you feel will give us non-musicians 
an accurate idea of what a musician’s life is like?

Jd: i always felt that Amadeus gives the idea of the life behind the scenes; the 
internal stress that takes place, the jealousy of salieri, yet there is nobody he 
loves more than mozart . Also The Turning Point, about the young ballet dancer, 
gives a feeling about what it is really 
like . 

JJ: What got you to move to 
New Jersey? 

Jd: in 1988 i moved to new York . i 
mostly lived in Brooklyn with a year 
and a half in Queens . then i moved to 
new jersey and lived with my 
girlfriend, sarah for two years, after 
that, i bought a condo in Union City . i 
think i’ve been here about 12 years . 
the rents in Brooklyn just drove me 
out, because i went through a time 
where my career wasn’t so 
prosperous . oddly enough after i 
moved to jersey, my career seemed to 
take off again .

i really love living in new jersey . i’m 
less than a mile from the Lincoln 
tunnel, and when you come out of 
that tunnel everything just seems more 
peaceful . i like the idea that i can go 
out of the rat race and then go back 
into it . i really love River Road, which 
Houston Person hipped me to . He is 
like a taxi driver from the old school . 
He drove all over the United states, so 

any time i need some secret route to get somewhere i ask him . He was a 
newark person for years . 

Anytime i have to go anywhere in a northern direction, i go up River Road . 
there are so many great things i do off that road, like trader joe’s, Whole 
foods, and the japanese market mitsua . And all the sessions i did at the 
legendary Rudy Van gelder’s with Houston, you take River Road to the end and 
there you are . i love Korean food so i go to this great restaurant in fort Lee 
called Dong Bang grill . there is even a Korean sauna called King sauna that i 
love . jersey has a lot of nice things, and i feel really good about living here .

JJ: How did the ban on smoking in clubs affect you?

Jd: Yeah . i have chronic allergies . When i started playing in clubs, i’d come 
home and i had to inhale steam because i couldn’t breathe . the ban was really 
good for me . 

JJ: You said earlier that you wanted to run from music as a kid. 
What did you want to run to?

Jd: there was nothing to run to, i was just dealing with irrational fear . i’ve 
always been a writer and could have gone to eastman, but didn’t for some 
reason . it’s like destiny said, “no, you have to be a musician .” All of us who are 
in this are in it because we love it . there is no other reason to do it . if you are 
just thinking about what is the most financially practical thing there are a lot 
better things to do . [Laughs]

JJ: A sad truth, but a good point 
to end with. This was great fun 
talking to you. Thanks for doing 
the interview.

Jd: thank you for making me famous . 
[Laughs] i really do appreciate it . talk 

to you soon . JJ
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Schaen Fox is a longtime jazz fan. Now retired, he devotes much of his time to 
the music and shares his encounters with musicians in this column.

You can catch John with Giacomo 

Gates at the Blue Note brunch on Oct. 

8. He’s with Nicki Parrott and Warren 

Vaché in a Blossom Dearie tribute at 

the Jazz Loft in Stony Brook, Long 

Island on Nov. 25 and then (again for 

the Dearie tribute) with Nicki and 

Ken Peplowski at Sarah’s Wine Bar in 

Ridgefield, CT on Nov. 26. On Nov. 28 

he’s at Mezzrow, NYC with Deanna 

Kirk. Finally, you can hear John with 

Catherine Russell, La Tanya Hall and 

Carolyn Leonhart in a live broadcast 

celebrating the Ella Fitzgerald 

Centennial on WBGO on Nov. 16. 
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for the 1980 manhattan transfer album, 
Extensions (Atlantic/wea), vocalist/songwriter 

jon Hendricks was asked to write lyrics for 
keyboardist josef zawinul’s popular composition, 
“Birdland .” thomas Cunliffe, in his “retro review” of 
the album on jazzhistoryonline .com, pointed out 
that “Birdland,” the opening track, “established [the 
album’s] jazz credentials” adding that,“janis siegel’s 
sharply pointed delivery makes her voice sound 
otherworldly…”

that collaboration developed into a long-term 
relationship between Hendricks and the manhattan 
transfer and a special connection with vocalist 
siegel, a member of the quartet since its inception 
in 1972 . “jon has definitely been a mentor of mine,” 
she told Jersey Jazz in an interview prior to her 
August 30th performance at the Axelrod Performing 
Arts Center in Deal Park, nj . siegel paid tribute to 
Hendricks toward the end of the concert with a 
dazzling delivery of his lyrics for the Lee morgan 
classic, “sidewinder,” mixing the words with her 
unique brand of scat . At times, it seemed as if she 
emitted the actual sound of a trumpet .

in the pre-concert interview, siegel said her favorite 
American songbook composer is Harry Warren, 
and, true to form, she led off the concert with three 
Warren songs: “You’re my everything,” “jeepers 
Creepers” (my favorite), and “i Wish i Knew .” she 
also highlighted one of her favorite composing 
teams — that of Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart -- 
singing “i Didn’t Know What time it Was” and 
“everything i got Belongs to You,” which she 
described as “a nasty love song .”

“the way i like to work,” siegel told Jersey Jazz, “is 
not as the girl singer, but as another member of the 
band .” that philosophy was apparent in the natural 
and uninhibited rapport between her and pianist 
john di martino . “He’s got a fearless sense of 
improvisation,” she said . “He loves and knows 
many, many songs; and he really likes to work  
with singers .” 

in 2015, siegel and di martino collaborated with 
Brazilian vocalist/percussionist/guitarist nanny 
Assis to form the Requinte trio, and they recorded 
an album of Brazilian music called Honey & Air 
(Artistsshare) . the selections ranged from true 
Brazilian tunes such as Antonio Carlos jobim’s 
“fotografia” and joao Donato/Caetano Veloso’s  
“A Ra” to Brazilian-flavored interpretations of 

“i Didn’t Know 
What time it 
Was” and the 
edith Piaf 
classic, “La Vie 
en Rose .”

egidio Leitao, 
reviewing the 
album for 
Musica 
Brasileira, said 
the trio 
brought “a 
unique sound 
to Brazilian 
music …janis’s 
command of 
Portuguese is 
amazing…john 
di martino’s 
arrange-ments are beau-tiful creations that 
augment these tracks .” siegel pointed out that di 
martino “is very conversant with Latin rhythms . 
there’s a certain way that a pianist can play a 
bossa nova .” Before playing maurizio fabrizio’s 
“Alla Luce Del sole,” siegel told the Axelrod 
audience that di martino “learned to play this on 
our trip to Brazil .” they followed it up with jobim’s 
“one note samba .”

siegel predicted that the Axelrod concert would be 
“eclectic .” it lived up to that promise . Among other 
selections were the 1940s big band hit, “green 
eyes,” written by Cuban composer nilo menendez 
(“Aquellos ojos Verdes”) and made famous by 
vocalist Helen o’Connell; Billy strayhorn’s “A flower 
is a Lovesome thing;” and Lorraine feather’s “i 
Know the Way to Brooklyn,” a salute to siegel’s 
roots . When the audience called her back for an 
encore, she sang another American songbook 
standard, irving Berlin’s “Change Partners .”

After the Axelrod performance, siegel and di 
martino traveled to Utah for the moab music 
festival where they joined Assis and bassist Leo 
traversa for a night of Brazilian music . she was also 
looking forward to an engagement at greenwich 
Village’s mezzrow with Addison frei, a young 
pianist from Lawrence, Ks . frei currently holds the 
piano chair in the juilliard Artist Diploma ensemble, 
the conservatory’s flagship jazz group . siegel and 
frei explored “some tunes from when i was 

growing up . He 
approaches these 
with a very fresh 
and open mind — 
simon and 
garfunkel, elvis, 
Patsy Cline, some 
folk songs, some 
Dolly Parton, Burt 
Bacharach, and 
motown .” they 
also “sprinkled in 
some Christina 
Aguilera, Rumer, 
Addison’s original 
tunes, and a jazz 
standard or two .”

the mezzrow 
performance 
recalled the 

approach taken by siegel in a 1989 Atlantic album, 
Short Stories, recorded with pianist fred Hersch . in 
an allmusic .com review Ken Dryden pointed out 
that the album concen-trated “more heavily on 
modern pop songs rather than standards…
interpreting works by james taylor, todd Rundgren, 
joni mitchell or judy Collins .” Playing with Hersch, 
siegel said, was like “a dream come true . He 
spoiled me because he’s a true collaborator . He 
engages, leads and follows, and communicates like 
a partner . together, we created interpretations .”

Any conversation with siegel about partnerships, 
though, inevitably returns to jon Hendricks . five 
years after Hendricks wrote the lyrics for 
“Birdland,” the manhattan transfer recorded an 
Atlantic album called Vocalese, devoted exclusively 
to Hendricks’ lyrics . Allmusic .com’s scott Yanow 
called it “one of their finest jazz recordings and a 
classic of its kind .” When the manhattan transfer 
went on the road with Hendricks, siegel recalled, 
“he would push me to go on stage and improvise 
when i was terrified . He just kept pushing .” 

in the chapter on Hendricks in my book, Jazz Notes: 
Interviews Across the Generations (Praeger/ABC-
Clio), siegel described the road performances with 
Hendricks as “like a master class after the show .” 
Hendricks, she added, “is one of the greatest scat 
singers ever . jon and the whole legacy of Lambert, 
Hendricks & Ross have really had a big influence on 
the manhattan transfer .” 

Janis siegel’s eclectic repertoire 
Favors Harry warren, Jon Hendricks

By Sanford Josephson

John di Martino accompanies Janis Siegel at the Axlerod 
Performing Arts Center on Aug. 30. Photo by Love Imagery.  
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on thursday, september 7, we traveled to 
shanghai jazz in madison to hear sherrie 

maricle’s newest group the 3Divas (sherrie maricle, 
drums, Amy shook, bass, jackie Warren, piano) . We 
expected both great music and a full house, but the 
gig was surprisingly lightly attended . David niu, the 
former owner of the popular supper club, explained 
that a very large party had cancelled at the last 
moment . if that affected the trio, it never showed 
in their music . they played with such enthusiasm 
and joy, that i am sure their rehearsals must be fun . 

the set was a nice mix including, “i thought About 
You,” “Back At the Chicken shack,” and “maggie .” 
sherrie announced that as it was the 87th birthday 
of sonny Rollins, “We’ll play one of his standards . i 
just don’t know which one .” they settled on 
“Doxy,” and later played “st . thomas .” 

sherrie is a personal favorite who we have followed 
for years . she never phones it in, and can deliver a 
drum roll that is crisper than garden fresh lettuce . 
she is always there in the moment whether she is 
driving her big band the DiVA jazz orchestra, or 
backing someone else . naturally, her newest 
bandmates are up to her standards . 

Later she told me how this trio formed . “Amy 
shook lives in maryland . she and i had met maybe 
nine or ten years ago, teaching at a jazz camp 
called maryland summer jazz . We were both just 
randomly on the faculty . We played a couple of 

notes together, and it felt 
natural . We loved playing 
together . Unfortunately, i 
didn’t have a chance to even 
see her again until maurice 
Hines started his show 
Tappin’ Thru Life in 
november, 2012 at Arena 
stage in Washington . We 
needed a bass player, 
because the production 
company didn’t really 
provide housing for me to 
bring the regular DiVAs . i 
thought, ‘that great bass player Amy shook is 
there . Let me give her a call .’ that is how we 
reconnected .”

“in Cleveland, we needed a pianist, and i called 
everybody i knew there . every person immediately 
said, ‘You’ve got to get jackie Warren .’ she almost 
turned down the gig, because she was reticent 
about an all-women band . then she googled us and 
heard the band and wanted to do it . every day, we 
just started jamming between shows in the half 
hour call before the doors open . it turned out to be 
one of the most fun parts of the evening . We just 
decided to create a trio . it all evolved from there .”

“How did the trio form is always a good question . 
it’s simple . We love playing together, so we formed 
a trio and started looking for gigs it was really 

simple to ‘form,’ but it is not as simple to develop 
as a unit and secure gigs . When you get a new 
group together, you want to create unique 
arrangements that highlight the band and its 
individual members, but since we all live in different 
cities, it’s impossible to rehearse . When we are 
together, we are usually performing, so we really 
have to carve out time to rehearse in between gigs . 
By the way, our first official gig as the 3Divas, was 
at shanghai jazz about a year ago . We have been 
successful at getting many wonderful bookings 
whether in new jersey/new York/PA (my area) or 
down in the DC (Amy’s area) or Cleveland where 
jackie lives . We have certainly done many a mini 
tour and intend to do a lot more and have our eye 
on the national and world stage!” 

And i intend to catch as many as i can . JJ

3Divas: Jackie Warren, Sherrie Maricle and Amy Shook.

siegel saw Hendricks, who turned 96 on sept . 16, this past summer, saying 
“You can still see the music in him . i took him to see Dee Dee Bridgewater with 
the Count Basie orchestra, and everyone came over to say hello .”

Another of siegel’s musical idols is the late saxophonist/flutist james moody, 
who was in the band for Vocalese . “one of the greatest thrills of my life,” she 
said, “was singing the girl part of ‘moody’s mood for Love’ with him .” in the 
1970s, the manhattan transfer was appearing in Las Vegas, opening for Bill 
Cosby at the Las Vegas Hilton . moody had moved to Vegas in the ‘70s so he 
could earn a living and raise his daughter without traveling on the road . 

in my obituary of him (Jersey Jazz, february 2011), siegel recalled that, “We 
were doing a sound check with the big band, and we called the tune, ‘You Can 
Depend on me’, a Basie vocalese which called for a tenor solo in the middle of 
the arrangement . the four of us were singing, singing, singing and then 
stopped for the solo . suddenly, we all stopped dead in our tracks because the 
solo that was coming from the [Hilton] band was so magical that we all turned 
around at the same time, astonished to see the great james moody . We were 
completely blown away by the fact that he was a member of the Hilton  
house band .”

Born and raised in Brooklyn, siegel moved to the West Village in 1981, telling 
chelseapinesinn .com in 2011 that, “as a hippy girl with guitar, it was the West 
Village that sparked my passion and ignited the youthful dream that i would live 
here someday, among the freaks, artistes, writers, and other denizens of 
Bohemia .” she remembered that when she first moved to the Village, 
“murray’s Cheese was a tiny storefront, zito’s Bread pumped out fresh 
semolina and prosciutto loaves every night in their basement lair…john’s and 
joe’s were the only game in town for really great pizza in our neighborhood .” 

she also bemoaned the loss of Bradley’s, a bar/restaurant on University Place, 
which she described as “the ultimate piano bar” (now a sports bar named the 
Reservoir) . “i sat in there with the great jimmy Rowles as a young 
whippersnapper,” she said, and “heard Kenny Barron, Kirk Lightsey, tommy 
flanagan, and so many others .”

siegel was pleasantly surprised to learn that the Axelrod theater was named 
the sheldon Vogel Auditorium . “i’m very close with sheldon Vogel,” she said . 
“He was the comptroller at Atlantic Records .” Vogel and his wife, Anne, 
residents of Colts neck, came to the performance, and, said siegel, “We had a 

great old talk and a hug .” JJ

3Divas trio at shanghai Jazz
By Schaen Fox

JerseystoriesJazz
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“There’s nothing 
wrong with a 

little nepotism,” a 
happily corrupt big city 
mayor once said, 
adding an important 
caveat, “as long as you 
keep it in the family.” 
There’s a lot to be said 
for that. Maybe your 
cousin Bernie really is 
the best choice for 
Commissioner of 
Weights and Measures. 

And you can’t fault 
artistic director Ed 
Polcer for booking his 
son for the 26th 
Princeton JazzFeast.
After all Ben Polcer is 
one of the busiest 
bandleaders working in 
New Orleans these days, and the star-packed pickup septet he led in 
Princeton pretty much stole the show. (Full disclosure, lest we be 
accused of pushing fake news, Ed did stress that Ben’s appearance 
was suggested by former Palmer Square marketing director Anita 
Freselone, who heard him play in New Orleans and was suitably 
impressed.)

The apple didn’t fall far from the tree and 
the trumpeter inherited a clean sound and 
swinging style from his father. Ben Polcer 
grew up surrounded by jazz. His parents 
owned Manhattan’s famed Eddie Condon’s 
club on West 54th Street, where his mother 
was the manager (and late night singer), his 
sister ran the coat room, and Ed worked the 
bar and led the house band (talk about all 
in the family). By age 18, Ben was pressed 
into service as a roadie for his father’s gigs 
and started to learn the business from the 
inside. He moved to New Orleans in 2007 
to begin his own career. Starting out 
working for tips on Royal Street he soon 
became one of the leaders of the traditional 
jazz resurgence among the many young 
musicians in the city.

But Ben was third on the bill at JazzFeast. 
First up, for at least the umpteenth time, 
was the D.C.-based Alan Dale’s New Legacy 
Jazz Band who first played here in 1992. 
Pianist Rick Eldridge in particular was in 

fine form, peppering 
energetic solos with 
eclectic quotes from tunes 
like “Tequila,” and 
doubling on banjo for a 
feisty “Sweet Georgia 
Brown.”

There followed the 
urbane Houston Person, 
resplendent in a blue 
seersucker suit and a 
rumpled bucket hat, who 
offered a lyrical and 
languid seven-song set. 
Patter in between tunes 
was kept to a minimum, 
as in there wasn’t any. 
That included song titles, 
but we did recognize 
“Since I Fell For You” 
and “Sunny” in the 
impeccably played mix.

So far, so good. But many in the crowd were still reading the 
Sunday papers, working crosswords and thumbing their 
smartphones. Clearly it was time for some excitement and Polcer 
and company were ready to bring it.

After an opening “Shine” Ben offered his first 
gritty vocal on “2:19 Train Blues.” “The one 
song they’d let me sing,” in his 18-year-old 
band roadie days he explained. Another 
energetic vocal followed on “I Wish I Could 
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate.”

Polcer’s supporting cast may all have been 
New York-based trad/swing players, but this 
music was all New Orleans — from its tuba 
bass bottom to its interweaving frontline 
horns, namely Brian Nalepka, clarinetist 
Dennis Lichtman and Jim Fryer on 
trombone. Dalton Ridenhour (piano), Justin 
Poindexter (banjo) and Rob Garcia (drums) 
rounded out the rhythm section.

“Everybody Loves My Baby” had a jungle 
drum and clarinet open before morphing into 
straight ahead swing, and then festival 
director Ed Polcer picked up his cornet to sit 
in on “Old Fashioned Love in My Heart.”  
This was jazz with its roots showing, reeling 
off  tunes like “Beale Street Blues” and the 
Hot Fives’ “The Wild Man Blues.” That good 
old good one featured Jim Fryer’s soulful 
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JazzFeast 2017 Is a Family affair

“How about a hand for my dad!” JazzFeast artistic director Ed Polcer sits in  
with son Ben’s group in Princeton on September 19. Photo by Lynn Redmile.

 Houston Person performs at Princeton 
JazzFeast. Photo by Lynn Redmile.
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trombone as the leader channeled the 
Armstrong vocal.

The group closed its set with a rousing 
“Panama Rag” that had the crowd on its feet. 
The bandleader seemed to share their 
enthusiasm, “All gigs should be like this!” he 
declared.

While this was Ben Polcer’s first appearance 
at JazzFeast, Jonathan Russell, who followed 
him to the stage, had been here before — 
more than a decade earlier at age 11. Times 
have changed. The flowing blonde curls are 
darkened and trimmed and he’s added a 
rakish beard. He’s also grown into a very fine 
jazz violinist and composer and his set of 
duets with guitarist Vinny Raniolo was 
something special. Raniolo, playing a vintage 
archtop in place of his usual round hole 
guitar, is the perfect musical foil for the 
spirited young violinist. This duo make music 
that deserves a recording. (Arbors Records, 
are you reading this?)

Then came the Stan Rubin Orchestra to close the 
day with a musical homecoming. Mr. Rubin is a 
Princeton man (Class of ’55) and he started The 
Tigertown Five when he was a freshman there. 
The band played at the 1951 Princeton v. Navy 
game where Dick Kazmaier led the Tigers to 
victory. (The running back went on to win 
Princeton’s only Heisman Trophy that year).

Thus launched the Tigertown Five soon became 
the hottest college band in the country. In Stan’s 
senior year they sold out Carnegie Hall and he 
was signed to RCA Victor. He later graduated 
from Fordham Law School but eschewed legal 
practice to form a big band dedicated to playing 
swing music. Today Stan’s band still plays weekly 
at two New York City clubs, Wednesdays at 
Swing 46 and Saturdays at the Carnegie Club.

His band at JazzFeast, turned out old school in 
matching shirts and ties, played a swinging 
program of big band music à la Goodman (“Let’s 
Dance”), Shaw (“Moonglow”) Rich (“Let’s 
Blow”) and Basie (“Hay Burner”), among others.

Ed Polcer is only the second artistic director in 
JazzFeast’s 26 years, having replaced NJJS founder 
Jack Stine just a few years ago. But he clearly has 
the music programming knack and the 2017 
edition was another big success. We wonder what 
he’s got in store for next year. If he wants to  
bring his family back, that’s okay by me. JJ

 — Tony Mottola

JerseystoriesJazz

“We’re gonna let these guys play some jazz here,” declared Princeton grad Stan Rubin who led a 12-piece 
swing band across the street from his alma mater at 2017 JazzFeast. Photo by Lynn Redmile.

AND THEN THERE’S THE FOOD: After all, man and woman don’t live by jazz alone. The Tiger’s 
Tale Bar & Grill (shown above), which sells a ton of lobster rolls and barbecued clams, is just one 
of nearly 20 local restaurants that surrounded Palmer Square with enticing food stalls. Among the 
offerings were artisinal pizzas, crepes, soups, ramen, Indian food, sausage & peppers, burgers, hot 
dogs, and huge pans of simmering paella. You could miss a whole set just trying to decide what to 
eat next. Photo by Tony Mottola.
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In March 1991, bassist 
Christian McBride and 

pianist Benny Green were 
playing a duo gig at the 
Knickerbocker Bar and Grill 
in Greenwich Village. 
“Benny’s manager was very 
good friends with Ray 
Brown,” McBride recalled to 
Jersey Jazz, “and she brought 
him to hear us play. We 
were scared to death, but 
Ray seemed to enjoy what 
he heard, and he invited us 
to hear him play at the Blue 
Note.”

Today, Christian McBride is 
arguably the Number 1 
bassist in jazz. He has won 
five Grammy Awards, is the artistic advisor for jazz programming at 
the New Jersey Performing Arts Center in Newark, and is the artistic 
director of the Newport Jazz Festival. In those early days of his 
career, though, his musical idol was Brown, longtime bassist with 
the Oscar Peterson Trio, who played a leading role in the 
development of modern jazz. Brown became “a friend and mentor, 
someone I spent a lot of time with off the bandstand,” he said.

At age 45, McBride is now becoming a 
similar role model to younger musicians. 
His working trio includes the rising stars 
Christian Sands on piano and Ulysses 
Owens Jr. on drums. Reviewing the trio’s 
2013 Grammy-nominated Mack Avenue 
CD, Out Here, allmusic.com’s Matt Collar 
pointed out that McBride “certainly lets his 
band mates shine in the spotlight 
throughout much of the album.” Sands is 
also the pianist in McBride’s big band, 
which anchored the Spotlight Gala 2017 
njpac@20 concert on September 23, 
celebrating the performing arts center’s 
20th anniversary. 

“Christian Sands,” McBride said, “is still up 
and coming. He’s a very, very special young 
man. In many ways, he sort of reminds me 
of the way I was. He’s thoroughly 
entrenched in the music. He’s the best 
musician he can be, always looking to get 
information from his elders. In a world 
where young musicians are concentrating 
on creating something new or gaining 

Instagram followers, it’s 
refresh-ing to see someone 
who has a throwback 
attitude. I think he’s going a 
long, long way.”

Just as McBride became a 
protégé of Ray Brown, the 
27-year-old Sands was a 
protégé of the late pianist 
Billy Taylor. When I inter-
viewed Taylor in 2008 for 
my book, Jazz Notes: 
Interviews Across the 
Generations (Praeger/ABC-
Clio), he told me Sands was 
so good that, “I took him to 
the Kennedy Center with 
me. I let him close my set.  
I played with the trio, and 

then I got off the stage and let him do the last thing. I’m really 
proud of him.”

McBride’s first big band recording, the 2012 Mack Avenue album, 
The Good Feeling, won a Grammy Award for Best Large Ensemble 
Jazz Album. The second big band recording, Bringin’ It, also on the 
Mack Avenue label, was released September 22. “It’s an extension of 
the first record,” he said. “I do hope my arranging skills have gotten 

a little better over five years.” 

Allaboutjazz.com’s Dan Bilawsky called 
Bringin’ It, “a tight and tasty program of 
music designed by McBride and bolstered 
by his bass. Everything you’ve come to 
expect from this musical dynamo — taste, 
punch, humor, intelligence, solid gold 
grooves, an appreciation for lyricism — is 
here for the taking.” 

McBride has a new quartet called New Jawn 
that he’s very enthusiastic about. “I knew it 
was time again to start a new group that 
was completely different from the trio,” he 
said. “It’s a group without any chordal 
instrument, something I thought would be 
an experiment worth trying.” The band 
features Josh Evans, trumpet, Marcus 
Strickland,saxophone/woodwinds, and 
Nasheet Waits, drums. It‘s performed at a 
number of venues including Dizzy’s Coca-
Cola and the Village Vanguard, and 
McBride said a new recording is expected 
by late spring or early summer 2018.

christian mcbride band anchors nJPac 20th anniversary Gala 
By Sanford Josephson

Christian McBride Big Band 

Paquito D’Rivera
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Reflecting on the early 
days of his musical career, 
McBride recalled that, 
“the first style I connected 
with was soul music. The 
great music from the late 
’60s through the ’70s 
informs everything I do. 
Everything for me comes 
back to classic soul 
music.” McBride grew up 
in Philadelphia, which he 
remembers as “a great city 
for so many different 
types of music. By age 12, 
I was grateful to have seen 
every soul musician. My 
uncle was the promotion 
manager for a radio 
station. I saw Wilson 
Pickett, Gladys Knight, 
Dionne Warwick, the O’Jays, the Spinners.  
I saw jazz shows with Eddie Green and 
Charles Fambrough (Green was a pianist 
who backed the soul singer Billy Paul; 
Fambrough, a bassist, performed with Art 
Blakey and McCoy Tyner). And I also saw 
the Philadelphia Orchestra for the first time. 
It was great to be in one place where there 
were so many different things going on and 
so many branches off the same tree.”

Although McBride became artistic director 
of the Newport Jazz Festival in March 2016, 
this year’s festival was the first one entirely 
under his artistic direction, assuming that 
responsibility from 91-year-old founder 
George Wein. “I think it came off pretty 
well,” he said modestly. “Everyone seemed 
to enjoy themselves. It rained on the second 
day, but it cleared up by noon.” 
Emphasizing that, “I don’t let my personal 
preferences decide what’s played,” McBride 
pointed out that the festival has been 
moving in a younger direction for awhile. 
“I’ve been to a lot of Newport festivals in 
the past,” he said, “and I thought the 
audiences looked pretty young. Mos Def 
was a headliner one year when I performed. 
Another year, they had Bruce Hornsby. I 
think it varies. Certainly, Roots headlining 
on Sunday afternoon this year was going to 
bring all kinds of new faces. George Wein 
said to me, ‘You have your work cut out for 
you next year, pal.’ ”

The New York Times’ Giovanni Russonello 
(August 7, 2017) pointed out that Roots was 
“not likely to have been booked by Mr. 
Wein,” adding that, “more than in years 
past, the main stage featured music to move 
to. The pianist Jason Moran brought his 
Fats Waller Dance Party, making a 
ricocheting funk jam out of old repertoire…
Saxophonist Maceo Parker reprised a 
handful of tunes from the James Brown 
songbook . . .” And McBride, he said, 
“elevated a number of musicians from his 
native Philadelphia, where jazz’s inheritance 
machinery is especially strong.” Russonello 
also singled out the performance of 
Christian Sands, saying he delivered 
“airtight compositions and punctilious 
improvising.”

This year’s TD James Moody Jazz Festival at 
NJPAC, being held November 4-12, will, 
McBride said, be “almost all new. I have not 
done a full duet concert with Dianne Reeves 
before; it just seemed a no-brainer that we 
do a duet concert. And, we will be having 
Gregory Porter and Regina Carter.” Vocalist 
Porter and violinist Carter will appear in a 
concert on November 12 entitled “Ella & 
Dizzy, the Centennial Celebration.” It will 
also include trumpeters Randy Brecker and 
Sean Jones and McBride’s big band. The 
McBride-Reeves concert will be on 
November 11. Other highlights will include 
a return of trumpeter Chris Botti on 
November 8 and the Manhattan Transfer on 

November 4. The annual 
Sarah Vaughan 
International Jazz Vocal 
Competition will be held 
on November 12. Guest 
judges are: drummer TS 
Monk; vocalists Ann 
Hampton Callaway, Will 
Downing, and Vanessa 
Rubin; and WBGO’s 
Gary Walker.

The jazz portion of the 
Spotlight Gala on 
September 23 was 
ignited at the beginning 
by McBride’s big band’s 
sizzling performance of 
his original composition, 
“Gettin’ To It”, featuring 
solos by trumpeter Scott 
Wendholt, tenor 

saxophonist Ron Blake, and guitarist David 
Gilmore. The band stayed onstage to back 
the remarkable singing of young vocalists 
Alexis Morrast and Ricky Persaud, Jr., who 
performed a duet of the Josef Myrow/Mack 
Gordon standard, “You Make Me Feel So 
Young.” 

Vocalist Michael Feinstein thanked NJPAC 
for its support of the Great American 
Songbook series on PBS and recalled 
celebrating Frank Sinatra’s centennial at the 
performing arts center in 2015. Then, he 
delivered a medley of Sinatra songs, leading 
off with Jimmy Van Heusen and Sammy 
Cahn’s “Come Fly With Me” and including 
George Gershwin’s “A Foggy Day” and 
Harold Arlen’s “I’ve Got the World on a 
String.” Feinstein was followed by Paquito 
D’Rivera, who was genuinely “so happy to 
be here,” creating a blend of Dizzy Gillespie 
and Mozart on his flute . “Christian 
McBride,” he said, “told me he [Mozart] 
was from New Orleans.”

D’Rivera was joined by the Latin vocalist 
India, and the second half of the show 
included performances by the vocalists 
Cecile McLorin Salvant and Lisa Fischer and 
a spectacular bass/tap dance duet by 
McBride and Savion Glover. The evening 
ended on a soaring high note as the Alvin 
Ailey Dance Company performed a  
segment of its signature, “Revelations.” JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

“A Soaring High Note”  
The Alvin Ailey Dance Company performing at NJPAC’s 20th Anniversary Gala.  

— Photos Courtesy of NJPAC
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 Noteworthy  
Fradley Garner International Editor Jersey Jazz

nFl Players Protest QuIetly wHIle tHe musIc waIls…basIe’s ‘slam-banG 
swInGers’ oF tHe 1960s…PIanIst Glenn Gould Hummed wItH bacH lInes…
QuIncy Jones’s Global Jazz tV cHannel on tHe way

natIonal Football leaGue 
players who kneel during salutes to the 
American flag are protesting the plight 
of African-Americans. Today, as 
throughout its history, jazz is again 
becoming the “sound of resistance.” In 
the September 23 Salon, culture writer 
Rachel Leah offers an example: “Vivid 
piano chords begin the song, sonically 
stomping in a display of defiance. Slow 
and steady drums creep in. Then, a 
saxophone accelerates the anthem into a 
bombastic fusion of orchestra, voice and 
rollick. This is ‘Change of the Guard,’ 
saxophonist Kamasi Washington’s 
opening track from his 2015 acclaimed 
album ‘The Epic.’ It’s the same song he 
opened with in LA last month when he shared the bill with jazz 
giant Herbie Hancock. ‘Change of the Guard’ is more than 12 
minutes of rhythm, spirit. But beyond these fresh soundscapes is a 
political consciousness that bonds them. As well-known music 
journalist Greg Tate writes, they are ‘the Black Power flower 
children of the Black Lives Matter era.’”

“count basIe Fans tend to focus on his hard-driving ‘Super 
Chief’ bands of the 1940s and his stylistic ‘New Testament’ bands of 
the 1950s. And rightly so,” adds the New York jazz historian and 
journalist Marc Myers on his September 29 JazzWax blog. “But 
often overlooked is Basie’s output during the 1960s, when he 
recorded more than 30 albums, many of them slam-bang swingers. 
Coming off his Roulette Records contract in the summer of 1962, 
Basie began to record for Reprise, starting with his first of several 
albums with Frank Sinatra, in October ’62. Then he alternated 
between Reprise and Verve until 1966, when he recorded one-offs 
for ABC-Paramount, Command, Columbia, Brunswick, Dot and 
MPS.” How Myers, his profession’s most prolific scribe and a Wall 
Street Journal writer, finds the time to listen I have long wondered, 
but he writes, “Over the past few days, I’ve been listening to 
virtually all of Basie’s output during this underappreciated decade, 
rediscovering forgotten gems. Worthy albums include String Along 
With Basie (with string arrangements by George Williams); Easin’ It 
(Frank Foster); This Time By Basie (Quincy Jones); More Hits of the 
’50s and ’60s (Billy Byers); Straight Ahead (Sammy Nestico); Basic 
Basie (Chico O’Farrill); and Basie on the Beatles (Bob Florence). And 
these are just a start. Pop Goes the Basie, Basie Meets Bond, 

Hollywood Basie’s Way, Back With Basie, 
Standing Ovation and so many others 
are impossibly great as well. One album 
that came as a big surprise was How 
About This, featuring vocalist Kay Starr 
with the Basie band, with arrangements 
by Dick Hyman. The album was 
recorded in December 1968 for 
Paramount…” If you’re curious about 
American arts, you can sign up for 
Myers’s blog at jazzwax.com. It’s free, 
ad-free, and he gives you access to 
dozens (hundreds?) of back blogs. Tell 
Marc I sent you. 

Glenn Gould wasn’t a jazz pianist, 
but a master interpreter of the piano 

works of J. S. Bach. Like some jazz masters — Oscar Peterson, Erroll 
Garner — Gould hummed and sang along with the melody lines he 
played. Commented one fan on Facebook: “Rare and mesmerizing 
footage of a young Glenn Gould practicing. In my humble opinion 
one of the greatest interpreters of Bach’s work. A treat to the eye 
and ear to witness the flamboyant passion of this man! This also 
explains all the ‘humming’ on his recordings :-)” You check out a 
video of the young Glenn Gould practicing, and singing, at 
www.facebook.com/Mesmerizingsounds/videos/447374088790698/

QuIncy Has a dream: A worldwide television channel 
dedicated to jazz in all its many forms. Quincy Jones’s dream goes 
back decades. Now it seems to be coming true, thanks to the staff of 
Qwest TV’s Kickstarter campaign. They’re urging “fellow jazz and 
eclectic-music lovers” to “make a pledge today” to their Kickstarter 
campaign. In return, they pledge “the ability to watch anytime, 
anywhere, on mobile devices, computers and connected television 
sets. Also, detailed liner notes written by professional journalists and 
jazz experts. And new playlists created every month by guest 
curators (jazz musicians, journalists, scholars.)” Extra added 
attraction: “Quincy is offering Gold Records (identical re-pressings) 
and vinyl LPs which he will personally dedicate and sign, with all 
proceeds going to making Qwest TV a reality. Check out the 
Kickstarter campaign, even after its official October 10 closing date. 
Be assured your gift won’t be refused after that. As Quincy 
underscores, “All that’s missing now is you! All y’all!” At presstime, 
462 pledges had been made. More nformation can be found at 
www.kickstarter.com, search “Quincy Jones”. JJ

Like Oscar Peterson, Slam Stewart and other jazz giants, 
classical pianist Glenn Gould hummed the melody as he played. 
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Professor Richard Lowenthal parks his shiny blue convertible outside of 
Rossey Hall on the new jersey City University campus . He smiles broadly as 

he makes his customary high spirited entrance into njCU’s Deptartment of 
music, Dance & theatre’s central office; faculty, staff, and students all stop to 
acknowledge the legendary professor whose presence still commands the 
room after 50 years of dedicated service . from there, he makes his to a third-
floor office filled with music, videos, programs and archives of papers written 
by former students (many now major players in the music industry) . 

Lowenthal credits the students for keeping him enthusiastic . “students help 
create the energy of a program,” he says . “the students are the ones that keep 
you going . new and exciting challenges present themselves every year when 
you’re teaching and performing .” He recalls returning from a european tour 
with his students; before even landing back on American soil, they were 
already asking, “What’s next?” Lowenthal always has an idea on the back 
burner . “You always have to be one step ahead, thinking of new ways to 
motivate and move forward .”

A graduate of the University of michigan and juilliard, he takes pride in 
positions with multiple programs . notably his appointment by the Dean of 
manhattan school of music, Dr . joseph Polisi (later president of juilliard), to 
start and chair the msm jazz program . it grew to be one of the most renowned 
and respected in the U .s . during his 18-year tenure . 

“At first i was hired to create a graduate program which was to be a one-year 
masters degree,” he explains . “Later, it became a two-year program with 
applicants streaming in from all over the world as the undergraduate jazz 
major was also established . they recognized our exceptional program with a 
professional faculty that was second to none . i hired two to three instructors 
on each instrument with specialties in different genres 
of jazz so that students would be exposed to all styles .” 

He did the same at msm as he did at njCU, the band 
performed regularly . “We were always moving and 
doing something . from european tours to local and 
regional concerts, we were always perform ing — and 
to this i attribute our huge success, in addition to 
recruiting and exposing the best talent out there .” 

Asked to describe some of the greatest moments at 
njCU, Lowenthal chuckles . After thinking for a minute, 
“the first time Clark terry came in, i remember thinking 
‘i’m conducting for my idol, Clark terry .’” 

Clark returned five times over the years (including a 
one week tour with the band), and each time, 
Lowenthal was as awestruck as the first . eventually 
appointed to direct the njCU Alumni jazz Band, 
Lowenthal spearheaded a tribute to Clark terry and 
Wynton marsalis came in to perform with the band . 

“i will never forget that performance as long as i live . 
seeing alumni from the early 1970s through the most 
recent graduates participate in such a memorable 
performance was a personal joy for me .” 

other guest artists included jon faddis, Bucky and john Pizzarelli, Randy 
Brecker and Lou marini . one concert honored Buddy Rich . “He heard the njCU 
jazz ensemble perform after winning a major competition against some highly 
respected music schools . Buddy Rich had never played with a college band . 
suddenly, he ran out of the audience with drumsticks in hand . He…literally 
kicked our drummer off the bandstand, sat down, and played right along with 
us . every player in that band said they will never forget that night .”

Lowenthal also kept busy with a career as a conductor, trumpeter and 
contractor and was in demand with big bands, orchestras, operas, and 
Broadway shows; he also was a regular in the Radio City music Hall orchestra . 

What advice does he have for young musicians? “Play everything, play all kinds 
of music . Also, every sax player likes to think they are Phil Woods or michael 
Brecker but they should go and find out who Phil and michael listened to . go 
back, dig deeper, and listen to every kind of music possible .” 

each experience teaches something new . “i played with big bands, operas, 
wind ensembles, orchestras, tours, circus and ice shows, studio recordings, 
avant garde, churches, you name it . if you play with poor players, they pull you 
down . Play with the best players you can!” 

Professor Lowenthal has lived a life musicians dream of . He shared his passion 
with thousands of students and always made decisions he felt would enhance 
the prestige and quality of the programs he led . He speaks of legendary jazz 
artists that we study and idolize by first name, because he has built friendships 
and relationships based on mutual respect and love of the craft .

“it is really important to never forget the past . there were a lot of great faculty 
and students that came through our program and we have a good number of 

young, talented faculty . i’ve done everything i thought 
necessary in order to keep the overall program growing 
through the decades .”

Regarding his retirement, Lowenthal says, “i set up a 
date with a friend of mine who recently retired . the 
tuesday after Labor Day will be the first in 51 years 
that i will not be teaching . We are planning on going for 
breakfast and cocktails . it will be very different .” 

He’d like to start some big bands in florida where he’ll 
be living . He is on the board of directors of the Arts 
garage in Delray Beach and is hoping to meet up with 
colleagues and attend performances himself .

And Professor Lowenthal will returning to njCU . “my 
heart will always be at njCU because it was my first 
gig . i have been taking a few moments to think about 
all the great people i met at njCU . there will always be 
a place in my heart for the school .” 

the legendary jazz educator and longtime faculty 
member will be missed but will continue to advise the 
music program and the University President . And he 
will also continue to serve as director of the njCU 
Alumni jazz Band which performs each september on 
the jersey City Waterfront . JJ

longtime nJcu music educator retires
By Dr. Joseph d’Auguste
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It can be 
imagined that a 

respectable number 
of readers are 

wondering what the devil has gotten into 
editor Mottola to include pages from the 
war memoirs of the Society’s co-founder in 
his magazine. If this registers as a reader 
objection, serious or not, let me counter it 
with one often expressed by the other 
co-founder, Bill Cleland, who, between 
references to John Jameson and Arthur 
Guinness, would aver that “Jazz is where 
you find it.” 

So bear with us a bit longer, dear member, 
and you may find enough of Panassie’s “le 
hot” in another issue or two to provide 
enough of a taste of jazz for anyone looking 
for it. It might be fun.     

* * *
Lunch hour that first day of my service in 
the United States Army found the major 
and me eating in the officers mess where 
anyone could see he was a favorite regular. 
Everyone entering or leaving stopped at our 
table to have a word or two and this, of 
course, resulted in an introduction to me.

“Got a new one for our side,” he would say, 
whacking me on the back. “Don’t ask him 
anything because he doesn’t yet know 
anything yet. But I do think he may have 
possibilities. Of this, we’ll see.”

Everything so far was very jolly and relaxed, 
thanks to the major. I must say I was getting 
very fond of the old guy myself. I’d put him 
down for somewhere in his late fifties or 
early sixties and it developed that I was not 
far off. During our brief acquaintance and 
in his own blunt way of establishing a point 
he told me about his own enlistment in the 
early nineteen hundreds, serving as an 
enlisted man during the time of the border 
face-off with Mexico under General 
Pershing, his idol. Soldiering appealed to 
him and as a good one he soon earned a 
rating of staff sergeant. When America 

entered World War I, 
he was given a field 
commission as 
lieutenant and went to 
France as a member of 
Pershing’s staff. Here 
he was now, well into 
his sixties and 
somewhat past the 
ordinary age of 
retirement, preparing 
new grunts like me for 
a career like his own.

Obviously the major 
would never again see 
service where vicious 
action was the order of 
the day, yet his mere 
presence as modest 
survivor spurred 
impressionable 
youngsters like me to 
sense the satisfaction 
that rewarded selfless 
performance. As a 
battered old boxer 
might recall the golden 
years in the trade where 
Jack Dempsey was king, 
so would major regale 
me with Dempsey-like 
tales of Pershing’s 
greatness. If such 
examples didn’t always 
make the intended 
point, they did nothing 
to dampen the pride I 
was beginning to feel 
wearing his olive drab, 
which was start enough 
for now.

Lunch over, the next 
step in my initiation to 
the service was the 
barracks area where the 
major collared the captain in charge with, 
“Got a new one for you here. I want you to 
put him up for a couple months, so don’t 

get him mixed up with the short termers, 
hear? Hasn’t got any papers yet but I should 
have them for you tomorrow morning, dog 
tags and all that goes with them. Got it? Any 
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the President emeritus writes…

getting even (Part ii)
By Jack Stine

shown above, World War ii-era fort monmouth Barracks are slated 
for reuse for an arts and cultural center in eatontown, nj .

At its peak during World War ii, fort monmouth measured 1,713 
acres and had billeting space for 1,559 officers and 19,786 enlisted 
personnel . the eastern signal Corps training Center consisted of the 
eastern signal Corps schools (enlisted, officer candidate, and officers) 
and the Replacement training Center at Camp Charles Wood . the 
signal Corps officer Candidate school (oCs), the major activity on the 
main post, graduated 21,033 new signal Corps second lieutenants 
between 1941 and 1946 .

julius Rosenberg had worked as a radar inspector at fort monmouth 
in 1942 and 1943 . it is from the fort that he was accused and 
convicted of stealing proximity fuse plans and passing them on to the 
soviet Union .

the forerunner of the Army Air Corps and the U .s . Air force had its 
roots at fort monmouth . in 1928, the first radio-equipped 
meteorological balloon soared into the upper reaches of the 
atmosphere, a forerunner of a weather sounding technique 
universally used today . in 1938, the first U .s . aircraft detection radar 
was developed here . in 1946, space communications was proved 
feasible when the Diana Radar was used to bounce electronic signals 
off the moon .

the Army’s homing pigeon service, headquartered at fort monmouth 
since the end of WWii, was discontinued in 1957 due to advances in 
communication systems . many courier pigeons were sold at auction, 
while “hero” pigeons with distinguished service records were 
donated to zoos .

the post officially closed on september 15, 2011 .
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prob-lems, save them for me and I’ll be around first thing 
tomorrow to settle up.” 

And he left me on my own.

This new captain, like the major, was an old timer in the service 
and that went a long way toward making me feel at home. He 
pointed out that the normal stay at Fort Monmouth was about 
two weeks. “Not long enough really, but all the new army can 
allow for updating the latest developments in radar training.” 
The Signal Corps, whose stock in trade was anything pertaining 
to communication, had fallen heir to developing and teaching 
new techniques of bouncing radio signals off anything of interest 
and putting the revealed information to work — nothing new 
there, of course. “The Japanese and Germans been doing it for 
years, just like us, but they’ve been at it longer and are probably 
better at it than us so right now it’s a matter of playing catch up 
ball. Everything’s become hurry up and shut up…intelligence, in 
other words, which I imagine is the reason you’re here with 
him.”

I started to say something but he clamped me right up.

“Don’t tell me anything, for God’s sake. For one thing, if you’re 
with him,” waving to the major now pulling away in his car, 
“you don’t have to tell me. And for another, I don’t give a damn. 
All I’m doing is running these casual quarters here. Most men 
get two weeks. You, on the other hand, get as long as you want 
and I guess that makes you special. But special and me don’t 
mix, okay? So let’s see what we have for you.”

The barracks resembled nothing so much as a long wooden 
tunnel lined along each side with double decked beds. The front 
door made for the company street; the rear one led to the back 
yard where two separate buildings, the mess hall and company 
latrine, completed the premises that were to be my home until I 
completed my crypt school course. The captain gave me an 
upper bunk near the back door where a rolled up mattress 
awaited me and an orderly appeared out of nowhere with a 
footlocker, bedding, and instructions on how to make up a  
GI bed. 

Everything now in order, I lay back to consider everything that 
had taken place that day. So far so good, I felt, but if this 
amounted to something like an earned accomplishment that I 
could look back on some day with appreciation, it really was 
really nothing of the sort. More likely it was the kind that the 
clatter and din of barracks activity could easily dispel. And it did. 

Reality took over. You probably ain’t seen nothing yet!  
So get ready, I figured. 

I rolled over and fell asleep. JJ

Next issue: First days at crypt school, the remarkable genius of 
William Friedman who created it, and a whiff of the possibility of 
connection between cryptanalysis and improvisation. Don’t discard 
those old Ellington and Tatum records just yet.
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The well known 
Schwartz and 

Dietz song doesn’t 
identify the “you” 
Rhode Island is 
famous for, but, 

primed by a recent visit to our smallest state, 
we have a few candidates, all born in the 
grand metropolis of Woonsocket except two, 
who however were raised there. 

The most famous is, alas, no longer with us 
— the wonderful Dave McKenna — but his 
singing sister is, more of her later. And 
another singer, and pianist, our dear friend 
Daryl Sherman, whose homecoming was the 
occasion of our journey, in the company of 
two of the greatest jazz fans, Nancy and Jerry 
Miller. (There are all kinds of jazz awards 
but no fan category — if there were I’d 
nominate these two.)

That homecoming took place at Chan’s, a 
combination jazz and blues club and 
Chinese restaurant, long the scene of many 
great musical moments. The place was packed for Daryl and her 
special band of musical friends: guitarist Jon Wheatley, bassist 
Marshall Wood, and fellow celebrant Harry Allen (born in D.C. but to 
Rhode Island at 11) —  
a most compatible foursome. 

Visiting Chan’s always brings back memories of Sammy Sherman, 
Daryl’s father, born in New York City but brought to Woonsocket at a 
young age. A splendid trombonist, doubling expert violin, he was 
championed by Leonard Feather but gave up music as a profession to 
raise a family. On occasion, however, he would appear at Chan’s with 
such visiting firemen as Warren Vaché, Howard Alden and Loren 
Schoenberg, among others. Fortunately, he was captured for posterity 
recorded live at Chan’s for Arbors. That CD is subtitled An Autumnal 
Statement, and autumn was much in the musical air on this October 
night. 

A packed house savored Daryl and her foursome in such seasonal fare 
as “This October” by Bobby Troup and the much better known 
“Autumn in New York,” with both stanzas. The first sitter-in, Jean 
McKenna, offered “When October Goes,” another rare gem, by the 
unlikely team of Barry Manilow and Johnny Mercer. (Manilow adding 
his melody to an upublished lyric almost a decade after Mercer’s 
death). She is a first-rate singer, with a beautiful voice and engaging 
personality, but while encouraged to pursue a career by many 
musicians and fellow singers, among them Daryl who always asks her 
to sit in when in the audience, she preferred to stay home, teaching 
high school and raising a family. She finally did record, self-producing 

a fine CD, Full Circle, under her full name, 
Jean McKenna O’Donnell, with Messrs. 
Wheatley and Wood plus Mike Renzi and 
Dick Johnson. (Highly recommended, it 
should be available by way of Facebook’s 
The Dave McKenna Appreciation Society.) 

Then came a most welcome surprise. Carol 
Sloane, who was in the audience but unseen 
by most, responded to urgings and came on 
stage. Greeted by thunderous applause, the 
native of Providence did a set including 
“The Lady Is a Tramp,” with the seldom-
heard verse, and a touching “The More I See 
You.” The voice is as lovely as ever, and, 
needless to say, the interpretative powers 
unimpaired. Sloane, as she prefers to be 
called, offers workshops at her home in 
Stoneham, Massachusetts that include 
instruction in how to identify authentic jazz 
singing (which I’d recommend to 
inumerable critics), and told me that she’s 
ready for a comeback (agents, club owners, 
record and event producers please note). She 
can be reached at Slocol55@gmail.com. (On 

a personal note, it was a great pleasure to encounter Sloane, whom I 
last saw in New York quite some time ago. Aside from having been a 
fan since my first hearing and sighting at Newport 1961, she was a 
contributor to DownBeat when I was editor, writing better and 
needing less editing than many a so-called pro.) While Sloane did no 
autumn-related songs, Harry, who played superbly all night — he has 
long since become a virtuoso and shedded a Stan Getz influence (by 
no means a bad thing) to arrive at his own style — added humorously 
to the autumn theme with “Falling In Love” and skillfully transposed 
the flute part on Daryl’s own delightful “Cycling Along With You.”

It had been far too long as well since I’d last heard and seen Wheatley 
and Wood. Jon should be far better known but too seldom leaves 
Boston. He has his own style, which is exceptionally imaginative and 
tasteful, and his sound is most appealing, As for Wood, many of my 
readers will have encountered him with Tony Bennett; fortunately he 
was available. His time, touch and support are impeccable and his 
solos more interesting than most such offerings on the instrument. 
Daryl features her piano too seldom for my taste, but happily did so 
more than usually with these companions, with whom she shares time 
(she swings) and taste. 

All told, a truly memorable homecoming! P.S., you can catch Daryl 
with her longtime colleagues James Chirillo and Boots Maleson at 
Kitano on Nov. 15, and at Mezzrow with Houston Person on Dec. 13. 
Next Den I’ll tell you about a band dedicated to the music of the 
Swing Era (and some pre as well) that I belatedly have discovered. JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

Dan’s Den | (Woonsocket) Rhode island is famous for…Jazz!
By Dan Morgenstern

Posing at Chan’s in Woonsocket, Rhode Island are (l-r): 
Jon Wheatley, Daryl Sherman, Marshall Wood and 
Harry Allen. Photo by Dan Morgenstern.
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JAzz TRIvIA ANSWERS  
questions on page 4

1.  Joanne Brackeen

2. Dianne Reeves

3. Pat Metheny

4. Todd Barkan

Moving? 
Please e-mail your new address to: editor@njjs .org;  
or mail to: nj jazz society, c/o 382 springfield Ave .,  

suite 217, summit, nj 07901

Jersey Jazz is an nJcsPJ 
“excellence in Journalism”  
award-winning Publication
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rHytHm & rHyme
Poetry editor Gloria Krolak explores the world of jazz in verse. This month she features a Beat  

Generation poet who found inspiration in the jazz clubs of San Francisco.

ROBERT KAuFMAN was nicknamed “The Original 
Bebop Man,” and a member of the Beat Generation of 
poets who gathered in San Francisco in the 1950s. Among 
his contemporaries were William S. Burroughs, Allen 
Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Gregory Corso and Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti. They became known for their experimental 
and formless verse, their rejection of societal conventions 
and poetic formalism, striving for authenticity of thought 
and feeling. 

Kaufman usually recited his poems by memory sponta-
neously in the bars and coffee houses frequented by the poets and jazz musicians by 
whom he was inspired. He rarely wrote his work down. 

He was born in New Orleans in 1925. Kaufman’s mother was a Catholic islander 
from Martinique, his father a German Orthodox Jew. He attended the services of 
both religions, and could also include his grandmother’s voodoo beliefs among his 
influences. At 13 he ran away and joined the Merchant Marine. Before he landed in 
New York twenty years later, Kaufman had lived through four shipwrecks and had 
circumnavigated the globe nine times. 

In the ’40s he attended the New School in Greenwich Village to study literature 
where he met Burroughs and Ginsberg. The three would travel to the West Coast, 
forming the epicenter of the Beat Movement. With the backing of the journal 
Beatitude, which he helped found, his reputation grew, and in 1961 he was 
nominated for Great Britain’s prestigious Guinness Award but lost to T.S.Eliot. 

But poverty, drug addiction and withdrawal, harassment, electroshock treatments 
and imprisonments dogged him. Protesting the death of John F. Kennedy and the 
war in Vietnam, Kaufman took a Buddhist vow of silence. He did not speak from 
1963 until the day the war ended in 1975. He was industrious and productive until 
1978 when he retreated into silence once again, saying, “…my ambition is to be 
completely forgotten.” Kaufman wrote at least nine books of poetry, most of which 
had to be transcribed by friends and family, and was awarded a National 
Endowment of the Arts Fellowship in 1981. He died in 1986 of emphysema. 

“BATTLE REPORT,” in fabulous surrealistic imagery, imagines the triumphant 
bebop as a bloodless coup with shades of Greek mythology’s Trojan horse and 
modern special ops. The music’s sheer power turns every ear. Its creative force is 
irresistible. And, in poet Kaufman’s (translated*) scat poem “Crootey Songo,” 

  Get it bop never lied, never lied never 

What became known as bepop began with Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker —
Parker recorded the tune “Now Is the time,” in 1945 — taking over swing and the 
orchestral jazz to which hordes of young people reinvented dancing at places like 
Roseland and the Hollywood Palladium. For Kaufman and the other Beat poets 
bebop seems to have been life sustaining. It was not mere entertainment but part of 
his “ancestral cross.” He feared and resisted its losing its immediacy and depth in 
commercialization. 

Kaufman’s search for authenticity was paralleled by the “fragile” musicians who 
lived inside their music. That battle has been won.   JJ

*Notes to Make the Sound Come Right, TJ Anderson III, University of Arkansas Press, 2004

BATTLE REPoRT 
By Robert Kaufman

One thousand saxophones infiltrate the city, 
Each with a man inside, 
Hidden in ordinary cases,  
Labeled FRAGILE. 

A fleet of trumpets drops their hooks, 
Inside at the outside.

Ten waves of trombones approach the city 
Under blue cover 
Of late autumn’s neo-classical clouds.

Five hundred bassmen, all string feet tall,  
Beating it back to the bass.

One hundred drummers, each a stick in each 
     hand, 
The delicate rumble of pianos, moving in. 

The secret agent, an innocent bystander,  
Drops a note in the wail box.

Five generals, gathered in the gallery, 
Blowing plans. 

At last, the secret code is flashed: 
Now is the time, now is the time.

Attack: The sound of jazz.

Battle Report by Robert Kaufman, from SOLITUDES CROWDED WITH 
LONELINESS, ©1965 by Bob Kaufman . Reprinted by permission of new 
Directions Publishing Corp . 

Published in 1965, 
Solitudes Crowded with 
Loneliness assembles 
ten years’ work of Bob 
Kaufman, celebrated 
in San Francisco as the 
original Beat and in 
France as “the American 
Rimbaud.” Kaufman 
created spontaneous, 
prophetic verse, mixing 
street talk and jazz with 
vision. Available at 
Amazon and other online 
booksellers.
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cast Party
Birdland, NyC | Aug. 28

on monday nights for the past 14 years, Birdland has 
been home to Cast Party . Hosted by jim Caruso, a 
talented and charismatic performer in his own right, 
these are opportunities for a variety of performers, 
mostly singers, to drop by, and get to do their thing 
with top-flight accompanists . 

the house group on August 28 was tedd firth on 
piano, steve Doyle on bass and Daniel glass on drums . 
they constantly demonstrated their versatility as the artists who made the 
scene were varied in both style and talent . firth in particular showed exactly 
why he is among the most sought after piano accompanists around, adapting 
to whatever tunes and styles he was challenged with in a ready, comfortable 
and masterly manner .

the trio set the mood for the proceedings with a lively take on “Lady Be good,” 
and were next joined by Caruso for a wonderfully good-humored look at a tune 
closely associated with nat Cole, “i’m an errand Boy for Rhythm .” 

there followed an eclectic parade of performers . Composer/lyricist matthew 
Lee Robinson sat down at the piano to accompany himself singing two original 
pieces, “Dear future me” and “Boy Band,” both of which were polished 
products that he presented in a stylish manner .

joan Crowe is a singer with a sense of humor and an appealing style . she sang 
a song to which almost everyone could relate, “Putting things Away .”

Before the customers were seated, there was a distinctive looking individual at 
the bar who looked like a plainclothes cop from a film noir movie . He turned 
out to be an accomplished vocalist from Brazil named Cosmo Brunetti who put 
across an effective reading of “it Had to be You .”

Caruso called up a young lady whom he said had a famous grandfather . she 
turned out to be Aj Lambert, daughter of nancy sinatra, who gave 
performances of ”sunny side of the street” and “You Do something to me” that 
would certainly have put a smile on the face of grandpa frank .

these were the most memorable and appealing singers who were present for 
this edition of Cast Party, but the evening in general was a fun experience that 
Caruso moved along with great aplomb, and all of the participants were 
comfortable and confident in their presentations .

While the cast of performers changes from week to week, the constant 
presence of jim Caruso assures that the evenings will flow smoothly, and be 
programmed for maximum enjoyment . Cast Party is a wonderful way to spend 
an evening .

tamIr Hendelman
Birdland, NyC | Sept. 7

Pianist tamir Hendelman is a gentleman who can swing with the best or play a 
delicate ballad with great sensitivity and a gentle touch . for his gig at Birdland, 
he visited both extremes . Assisted by marco Panascia on bass and matt Wilson 
on drums, Hendelman played a ten-song program that included several 
selections from his most recent album, Destinations . 

the set list was varied and well paced . there were a few standards like “You 
stepped out of a Dream,” “on the street Where You Live” and “i’m getting 
sentimental over You .” Hendelman’s originals, “Playground” and “israeli Waltz” 
were well conceived and appealing . 

Like most jazz players, he is attracted to the tunes of 
Antonio Carlos jobim, and his take on “Passarim” was 
insightful . His classical chops were on display for a 
Ravel Prelude . 

three very different pieces by jazz players were 
included, Charlie Parker’s bop classic “Anthropology,” 
Keith jarrett’s lovely ballad, “my song” and makoto 
ozone’s energetic “BQe .” 

Hendelman lives in southern California, so he does not 
get much opportunity to play with his east Coast 

partners, Panascia and Wilson . this is unfortunate for they play as a unit 
brilliantly . Hendelman’s dexterity and imagination combined with Panascia’s 
strong and steady bass and Wilson’s out-of-the-box approach to the drums 
make for interesting music . especially memorable was Panascia’s contribution 
on “i’m getting sentimental over You .”

for a little over an hour, the crowd at Birdland was treated to piano trio jazz 
that was as welcoming and engaging as a listener could desire . it was nice to 
have Hendelman make one of his rare new York City appearances at Birdland, 
where the knowledgeable customers appreciated his imaginative artistry .  

KatIe tHIrouX
Birdland, NyC | Sept. 10

fresh from a three-month gig at Quincy jones’ new jazz club in Dubai, bassist/
vocalist Katie thiroux kicked off a month-long tour of the east Coast and mid-
West to promote her new CD, Off Beat with a strong set at Birdland . Ken 
Peplowski on tenor sax and clarinet, steven feifke on piano and matt Witek on 
drums provided the support for thiroux .

thiroux, who has been a stalwart on bass since her teenage years in Los 
Angeles, has also developed into an interesting and appealing vocalist . she 
offered both aspects of her talent to an appreciative audience at Birdland .

Her program included five selections from the new album, “When Lights Are 
Low,” “When the Wind Was green,” “Why Did i Choose You,” “Willow Weep for 
me” and “Ray’s idea .” thiroux also included two tunes from her first album, 
Introducing Katie Thiroux, “the one i Love Belongs to somebody else” and “A 
Beautiful friendship .” 

she showed that her book is not limited to the songs on her albums by 
including “Let’s fall in Love,” “tricotism” and “i’ll follow my secret Heart .” 

Peplowski did not play on all tunes, but when -he did, he added a nice extra 
dimension to the arrangements . He was particularly effective on “When the 
Wind Was green,” where his clarinet was the only instrument supporting 
thiroux, her voice and her bass . 

Her duo with feifke on “Why Did i Choose You” was superb, and feifke took a 
scintillating solo turn on “tricotism .”

other notable selections were “Willow Weep for me,” where her self-
accompaniment on bass was the only support for her vocal . on “Ray’s idea,” 
an instrumental piece composed by Ray Brown, gill fuller and Dizzy gillespie, 
thiroux added a wordless vocal .

thiroux had great command throughout the set, both musically, and in her 
commentary, which was full of good humor and congeniality . this young lady 
has matured swiftly into a confident performer and a strong leader, who knows 
how to put a show together, and make it work on all levels .

caught in  
the Act

By Joe Lang  

Past NJJS President
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cleVeland classIc 
Jazz Party 2017
Duke Heitger, Randy Reinhart, Andy Schumm 
(trumpet/cornet)/Dan Block, Ken Peplowski, Scott 
Robinson (reeds)/Dan Barrett (trombone)/Howard 
Alden, Andy Brown (guitar/banjo)/Ehud Asherie, 
James Dapogny, John di Martino, Rossano Sportiello 
(piano)/Joel Forbes, Nicki Parrott, Frank Tate (bass)/
Ricky Malichi, Pete Siers, Hal Smith (drums)/Nicki 
Parrott, Petra van Nuis (vocals)/Faux Frenchmen – 
Paul Patterson (violin)/George Cunningham, Brian 
Lovely (guitars)/Don Aren (bass)

Crowne Plaza Hotel | Sept. 14-17

for four days, september 14-17, the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel in Cleveland was where it was happening for 
those who dig mainstream jazz, as it was the site 
of the 2017 edition of the Cleveland Classic jazz 
Party . this gathering was an event where 24 
premier players were mixed and matched for a 
steady stream of wonderful sounds .

for those who arrived early, the opening evening 
was a four and one-half hour jam session where 
the musicians floated on and off the stage in a 
variety of combinations . these are players who 
were mostly old acquaintances, and who were 
familiar with the broad catalog of tunes that form 
the core of the jazz repertory, so they were 
comfortable no matter which of them were on 
stage at any given time, and what tune was called .

on friday morning, Dr . Phil Atterberry gave a multi-
media presentation about ella fitzgerald, the “first 
Lady of song,” whose Centennial is being cele-
brated this year .

the four outstanding pianists, ehud Asherie, james 
Dapogny, john di martino and Rossano sportiello 
each played a half-hour solo set during friday 
afternoon . these are four pianists with distinctly 
different styles, and each sparkled during their 
segments .

the first evening session, extending from 6:00 pm to 
11:30 pm comprised eight sets with each led by a 
different player . the groups varied in size from an 
octet led by cornetist Andy schumm to a quartet 
led by guitarist Andy Brown . the other leaders in 
this session were bassist/vocalist nicki Parrott, 
pianist Rossano sportiello, pianist ehud Asherie, 
vocalist Petra van nuis and trumpeter Duke Heitger . 
there was also a set by the faux frenchmen .

there followed two late night duo sets, the first by 
Randy Reinhart and john di martino, with Rossano 

sportiello and frank tate playing the nightcap set .

saturday was broken into two sessions . the earlier 
one ran from 10:00 am to 2:30 pm, comprising seven 
sets with reedman Dan Block, van nuis, cornetist 
Randy Reinhart, trombonist Dan Barrett, Parrott and 
sportiello in the leadership roles, along with a set 
by the faux frenchmen . the later seven sets took 
place from 5:45 pm to 11:00 pm with the leaders 
being Heitger, Barrett, pianist john di martino, 
drummer Hal smith, schumm, Block, and another 
visit from the faux frenchmen . Another set of duos 
took place with scott Robinson and Rossano 
sportiello first up, and Andy Brown and Petra van 
nuis closing the evening .

sunday was the final day with one eight-set session 
running from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm . this time the faux 
frenchmen led off followed by sets led by Howard 
Alden, Ken Peplowski, schumm, van nuis, Asherie 
and pianist james Dapogny, with Dan Barrett in 
charge of the finale .

the event seemed like one highlight after another . 
there were a few sets with definite themes . 
sportiello’s two sets as a leader both had a focus, 
the first being “the joys of Dixieland,” and the 
second being “from Chopin to Basie .” john di 
martino devoted his set to the music of Billy 
strayhorn . the first set led by van nuis was titled 
“Let’s face the music and Dance,” a collection of 
songs with dancing as their subjects . Perhaps the 
most buoyant and joyous set of music was the 
“tribute to Wild Bill Davison” led by Hal smith with 
Reinhart, schumm, Barrett, Alden, sportiello and 
forbes joining smith to salute the effervescent 
Davison . 

the closing segment was reminiscent of a jazz at 
the Philharmonic concert with the trio of Rossano 
sportiello on piano, frank tate on bass and Pete 
siers on drums providing rhythmic support for a 
medley of ballads performed by Block, Heitger, 
schumm, Robinson, Peplowski, Reinhart, Brown, 
van nuis, Alden and Barrett . then the horns split on 
the two sides of the stage to jam on “one o’Clock 
jump .” it was a rousing conclusion to four days of 
musical pleasure provided by a talented cast of 
superb jazz players .

music Director nancy griffith, with input from the 
musicians, put together one compatible group after 
another, and programmed them in a way that 
provided a nice variety of music presented in a 
well-paced manner . Administrative Director Kathy 
Hancock kept the business side of things flowing 
flawlessly . stage manager Larry Pavelka assured 
that the tight schedule was efficiently followed .

this was another year where the Cleveland Classic 
jazz Party had everyone smiling from start to finish, 

and the music should linger on in memory for quite 
some time . 

Note: For those unable to attend, or those who 
attended and would like to revisit some of what 
you saw and heard, keep an eye on Michael 
Steinman’s Jazz Lives blog to see some video from 
the event. If you are not already a subscriber, you 
can go to https://jazzlives.wordpress.com on the 
web and sign up for it. 

GabrIelle straVellI
city Girl, country boy – Gabrielle 
stravelli sings willie nelson
Birdland, NyC | Sept. 24

Let’s get this on record up front — this show was 
brilliant! much like her subject, Willie nelson, 
gabrielle stravelli has stuck to her artistic vision, 
and gone forward where others might have 
compromised or thrown in the towel . Her program 
of songs written by and/or associated with Willie 
nelson found her reconceiving the nelson material 
in a jazz context with intelligence, imagination, 
musicality and a voice that equaled all of the 
challenges that the material presented .

stravelli, in her commentary, provided the 
background for why she chose Willie nelson as a 
source of inspiration, and told enough of his story 
to place the songs that she chose in the proper 
perspective . 

the program was a challenging one in many ways . 
nelson’s interpretations of his songs are generally 
iconic and definitive . giving them a completely 
different take was daring, but ultimately wildly 
successful . the fact that nelson has a lot of jazz 
feeling in his own vocalizing is surely a part of what 
appealed to her, and made her decision to pursue 
this concept more logical than would appear on the 
surface . she was aided by an outstanding quartet 
of musicians, scott Robinson on tenor sax, flute 
and trumpet, joshua Richman on piano, Pat 
o’Leary, who also served as musical director, on 
bass and eric Halvorson on drums .

Wisely, stravelli selected songs that demonstrated 
the broad scope of nelson’s music . she opened 
with a song from nelson’s latest album, God’s 
Problem Child, “Lady Luck,” and paired it with a 
country classic by one of nelson’s idols, Lefty 
frizzell, “if You’ve got the money Honey, i’ve got 
the time .” Another song from the new album, 
“Butterfly,” a wistful ballad that featured Robinson’s 
flute, was followed by a song from nelson’s first 
album And Then I Wrote, “three Days .”

this set the stage for her to present material from 
the album that turned nelson’s career from an 
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occasionally successful songwriter who had provided hits for other artists while 
having only moderate success as a performer, to a major country music star, 
Red Headed Stranger. 

from this concept album, a song cycle telling the tale of love gone wrong, 
stravelli showed off her convincing ability as a storyteller by performing two 
selections from the album, “time of the Preacher” and “i still Can’t Believe 
You’re gone .”

the next major phase of nelson’s career was his decision to release an album 
of standards, Stardust . this was music that nelson had heard as a child . He has 
often cited the influences of the music of the big bands and the Western swing 
bands on his music . stravelli sang the title tune from that album as memorably 
as it has ever been sung, full of emotion and musicality of the highest order . 

Another strong influence on nelson was Django Reinhardt, as anyone who has 
heard him stretch out on guitar during one of concerts can hear . stravelli sang 
the spencer Williams lyric for Reinhardt’s most famous and popular 
composition ”nuages,” “it’s the Bluest Kind of Blues .” 

nelson’s frequent partnership with Waylon jennings provided material for two 
of the many highlights of the show . Perhaps only stravelli could imagine “mams 
Don’t Let Your Babies grow Up to Be Cowboys” as a bebop tune, but she did, 
and it was thoroughly satisfying . she then gave a reflective ballad reading of 
“good Hearted Woman .”

in 1998 nelson released an album that was a departure from his usual range of 
sounds, Teatro . stravelli effectively combined a tune from that album, 
“somebody Pick Up my Pieces” with his most well known song, “Crazy,” a 
medley that brought the audience to its feet . the set closed with the nelson 
song that has probably been recorded by more different artists than any other, 
“night Life .”

in her opening remarks, stravelli spoke of becoming aware of Willie nelson 
while attending one of his concerts at the garden state Arts Center . Her sister 
had gotten the tickets, and stravelli went along just to see the show, unaware 
that she was about to see a performer who would 
enter her consciousness, and remain there . 

it was nelson singing “Always on my mind” 
accompanied only by his own guitar that made her a 
fan forever, and she returned to the stage to movingly 
sing that song accompanied only by Richman on piano . 
it was a perfect ending to a perfect set . 

one thing that made this show so special is that it 
could be enjoyed on two levels . for those familiar with 
nelson’s work, it was a wonderful opportunity to see 
how his genius reaches far beyond simply country 
music audiences . 

Anyone who has been to one of a Willie nelson concert 
is struck by the diversity of the crowd, from button-
down chaps in three piece suits to folks who look like 
that just got off of the tractor to get to the show, and a 
wide variety of others in between . 

for those unfamiliar with his work, the sheer force of 
stravelli’s artistry enabled them to enjoy songs that 
were new to them as if they were old friends .

this is a show that deserves to be presented many 
more times, and to be preserved on CD and DVD .

marIa FrIedman
sings sondheim and bernstein
Feinstein’s/54 Below, NyC | Sept. 19-23

there are performers who have a presence that immediately dominates a 
stage, and makes the audience feel that something special is about to happen . 
from the moment maria friedman arrived on the stage at feinstein’s/54 Below 
to sing songs by stephen sondheim and Leonard Bernstein, it was evident that 
she was prepared to give a memorable performance, and that those gathered 
to see her were expecting exactly that . they were not disappointed . 

When they collaborated on West Side Story, sondheim, the lyricist, was a 
Broadway novice, and Bernstein an experienced Broadway composer who was 
also a significant presence in the world of classical music . this proved to be 
Bernstein’s last success on Broadway, but it was just the start of a career that 
would find sondheim develop into the most significant figure in the Broadway 
musical theater for the remainder of the 20th century .

friedman, although a major West end musical theater star in england, 
expressed a particular affection for new York City . this was clear in the 
opening medley of “What more Do i need,” “new York, new York” and “me 
and my town,” a clever triptych of songs . it was emphasized again when she 
segued into a pairing of “Lonely town” and “Another Hundred People .”

Her wonderful facility with comedic material was in full evidence when she did 
“100 Ways to Lose a man,” “getting married today,” during which she donned 
and took off a wedding veil, “i Can Cook too,” and “gee, officer Krupke,” for 
which friedman brought along a couple of wigs and a policeman’s hat to 
embellish her characterizations . she spread these pieces out through the show 
to provide some levity among the more serious material .

friedman’s choices of songs, when she grouped them into medleys were 
perceptive and effective . A trio of songs related to love, “A Little Bit of Love,” 
“in Buddy’s eyes” and “i Have a Love,” the first questioning if love is real, the 
second showing a desperate need to believe in a love that is fading, and the 

third an expression of the power of love .

in the middle of the show, friedman performed three 
songs that mirrored her perception of the way the 
world is today, “so Pretty,” “take Care of this House’ 
and “Children Will Listen,” numbers that she performed 
with deep emotion .

two selections stuck out for friedman’s conception of 
them . she performed “Broadway Baby” in an 
understated, at times coy manner, much unlike the 
brassy, world-weary approach usually taken . Her 
“Losing my mind” was angry and dramatic rather than 
slightly unhinged as it is normally performed .

she did two encores, the masterful take on “gee, 
officer Krupke,” and a tender “some other time .”

this was a bravura performance by a lady who is as 
adept at dramatic presentation of musical material as 
she is with her immense vocal talent . friedman was 
abetted in all of this by her pianist and musical director, 
jason Carr, who was a one-man orchestra .

sondheim and Bernstein provided wonderful material 
for friedman to interpret, and she did so in an  

exquisite and constantly engaging manner .   JJ

               violinist E    vocalist Diane Perry
Look for her  
highly anticipated  
debut CD 

Out Of  
My Dreams
featuring songs by
HOAGY CARMICHAEL 
JIMMY VAN HEUSEN
IRVING BERLIN 
JOHNNY MANDEL 
RODGERS &  
HAMMERSTEIN
ANTHONY NEWLEY 
and DIANE PERRY

Available  
SOON!

DianePerryJazz.com
DianePerryFolk.com
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i am loaded with new CDs to report on, including 
some more sparkling reissues from fresh sound, 

and i will try to cover all that i think will have some 
appeal to you .

n most njjs members are familiar with the name 
bIlly VerPlancK as the husband of vocalist marlene VerPlanck . in fact, he 
was a fabulous arranger who had started his career by playing trombone on the 
bands of Claude thornhill, tommy Dorsey and Charlie spivak, among others . 
Ultimately he concentrated on the arranging side of his talent, and that also 
included his considerable talent for composing original melodies . in the 1950s 
he had an association with savoy Records . it was there that he made a series of 
four albums for the label, and they were the only ones that were ever released 
with his name as leader . these albums are compiled on Billy VerPlanck and 
His Orchestra 1957-1958 (Fresh sound – 934), and it contains a treasure 
trove of superb arrangements played by some of the top cats on the scene at 
the time like trumpeters joe Wilder, Bernie glow, Phil sunkel and Clyde 
Reasinger; trombonists Bill Harris and frank Rehak; reedmen Phil Woods, seldon 
Powell, gene Allen, frank Wess, Bobby jaspar and Pepper Adams; pianist/vibist 
eddie Costa; bassists Wendell marshall and george Duvivier; and drummers 
Bobby Donaldson, gus johnson and Art taylor . the albums were titled Dancing 
Jazz, Jazz for Play Girls, The Spirit of Charlie Parker and The Soul of Jazz . the 
groups varied in size from a nonet on the first two to a septet on the latter two . 
much of the music on all but The Spirit of Charlie Parker, which contained four 
compositions by Parker, was composed by VerPlanck . All of the arrangements 
are by VerPlanck, they are swinging and inventive, and made the groups sound 
like larger ensembles than they actually were . it is nice to have this material 
gathered onto a two-CD set that enables listeners to revisit these wonderful 
sounds, or more likely, to introduce some special sounds to a brand new 

audience . (www.fershsoundrecords.com.)

n tHe daVe Pell octet was formed by Pell in 1953, 
and he continued to perform with iterations of the 
group until the ill health that led to his death last may 
at the age of 92 made it no longer possible for him to 
get out there . the first recordings of this group are now 
available on a two-disc set, The Dave Pell Octet 
Plays Irving Berlin, Rodgers & Hart and Burke & 
Van Heusen: The Complete Trend and KAPP 
recordings 1953-1956 (Fresh sound – 936) . these 
tracks were originally released on four albums, the 
Berlin as a 10” LP, later rereleased as a 12” LP with four 
additional tracks; the Rodgers & Hart as a 12” LP; and 
the Burke and Van Heusen released as a 10” LP under 
the name of vocalist Lucy Ann Polk, and the remainder 
as a 12” LP with eight instrumental tracks plus four 
from the Polk LP . the players, many of whom had been 
on the Les Brown Big Band with Pell, were all first-call 
West Coast jazzmen . they included Don fagerquist on 
trumpet, Ray sims on trombone, Ronny Lang and Pell 
on reeds, jeff Clarkson, Donn trenner or Claude 
Williamson on piano, tony Rizzi on guitar, Rolly Bundock 
on bass and jack sperling or Bill Richmond on drums . 
the arrangers included shorty Rodgers, jerry fielding, 

Wes Hensel, marty Paich, johnny mandel, Bill Holman, Bob enevoldsen, jack 
montrose, med flory, jim emerson and Buddy Bregman, an all-star lineup 
indeed . their charts make the octet often sound like a full big band . Pell tried to 
program tunes that were not the obvious ones from these songwriters, so you 
get to hear Berlin songs like “Love and the Weather,” “Kate,” “i Used to Be Color 
Blind” and “this Year’s Kisses;” from Rodgers & Hart “Why Do You suppose,” 
“You Are too Beautiful” and “sing for Your supper;” and by Burke & Van Heusen 
“my Heart is a Hobo,” “it’s Always You,” “just my Luck” and “Humpty Dumpty 
Heart .” the playing is superb, the arrangements hip and Lucy Ann Polk is a 

delight . if you love songs, you’ll dig this set! (www.fershsoundrecords.com.)

n Among the more unique bands around today is the GHost traIn 
orcHestra . Leader Brian Carpenter, who also plays trumpet, arranged a 
collection of melodies by the likes of Raymond scott, Alec Wilder and Reginald 
forsythe for Book of Rhapsodies, Vol II (accurate 5072). there are also 
three selections from the band of the obscure American clarinetist Hal Herzon 
who looked to playing outside arrangements of music composed by a variety of 
American composers . it is difficult to describe the whimsical charts that 
Carpenter has devised . this is the second volume of similar material by the 
gto, and it is equally strange and appealing . the band is based in Brooklyn, 
and there are a few players on the band, clarinetist Dennis Lichtman and 
drummer Rob garcia, who will be familiar to many njjs members . i have 
already used the words unique and whimsical to describe the band and its 
music, and they probably are the best descriptions of the album . there are 
twelve selections, each singular in nature . if you are open to a very different 
listening experience, i recommend this and the three other albums by the ghost 
train orchestra . it is unclassifiable, but quite interesting .  
(www .accuraterecords .com)

n tenor saxophonist lucKy tHomPson was a player who never garnered 
the recognition that he deserved . His outspoken distaste for the business side of 
the music business gave him a reputation as difficult, and his playing 
opportunities became more and more limited . By the mid-1950s he made a 
move to Paris hoping to find conditions more to his liking . He was immediately 

accepted by the french musicians, and in the years 
between 1956 and 1959 he recorded many small group 
sessions, and a few with larger ensembles . the former 
are gathered on a magnificent four CD set, Complete 
Parisian Small Group Sessions 1956-1959 (Fresh 
sound – 933), while the latter can be found on The 
All Star Orchestra Sessions Lucky Thompson in 
Paris 1956 (Fresh sound – 938) . 

there are 19 small group sessions, seven with 
thompson as the leader, four co-led with drummer 
Dave Pochonet, one co-led with guitarist jean-Pierre 
sasson, one co-led with pianist/singer sammy Price, 
one co-led with pianist jack Dieval, three with groups 
led by Dave Pochonet, one with a group led by 
drummer Kenny Clarke, and one led by trumpeter 
emmett Berry on which thompson does not appear . 
the earliest was recorded on february 21-22, 1956, 
with the latest dating from march 25, 1959 . thompson’s 
playing throughout is masterful and impressive . His 
ballad work is exquisite, sensitive and light-toned in the 
Lester Young mode or infused with Ben Webster-ish 
breathiness . on the more up-tempo pieces he swings 
mightily . equally impressive is the quality of his 
appealing original compositions . there is a lot of music 
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other Views
By Joe Lang  
Past NJJS President

www.facebook.com/swingadelic

Swingadelic
SwIng 46, nyC

eveRy mon, 8:30 pm;  
nov 6, 13, 20, 27 

paTChogue peRFoRmIng aRTS TheaTeR
baCkIng up The SwIng dollS

FRI nov 10; 8 pm/$25

whIppany vFw 
leT’S SwIng nJ danCe 

SaT nov 11; 8:30 pm

pISCaTaway lIbRaRy
TRIo wITh vaneSSa peRea 

Sun nov 12; 2 pm
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to enjoy and absorb in this collection . Do not be surprised to find yourself 
returning often to these discs to savor the artistry of Lucky thompson .

the four sessions comprising the other disc were all recorded in 1956, on march 
5 and 7, march 29, April 17 and may 11 . the earliest two dates were recorded 
under the name of the modern jazz tentette featuring Lucky thompson, the 
next two billed as the Lucky thompson & gérard Pochonet All stars, and the 
last as the Dave Pochonet All stars featuring Lucky thompson . Pianist Henri 
Renaud composed the tunes by the first group, while thompson wrote the 
songs for the balance of the sessions . the groups varied in size from eight to 
ten players . All of the bands have a full sound, much closer to a big band than a 
smaller group . the charts mostly have a swing feel, but a few of the earlier ones 
have a touch of cool about them . 

While thompson’s playing is the focus of these recordings, the quality of the 
french players is also impressive . Particularly notable are pianist martial solal 
and drummer gérard “Dave” Pochonet . solal has been a major figure on the 
international jazz scene for well over 60 years, and is still active at the age of 
90 . Pochonet also had a busy career, eventually settling in the United states . 
jordi Pujol is to be commended for making this music widely available again, 
and in great sound . He has also contributed informative notes to both of these 

items . (www.fershsoundrecords.com.)

n Vocalist Petra Van nuIs and guitarist andy brown are musical 
partners, and partners in life as well . Husband and wife teams in jazz are not 
unusual, and their situation enables them to share their music on a special level . 
each of them performs on their own as well as together, but when they do get 
together, as on the self-produced Lessons Lyrical, the magic truly happens . 
the program is replete with good tunes not overdone, and some like “save Your 
sorrow for tomorrow,” “C’est La Vie,” “Doctor jazz,” “simple isn’t easy” and 
“Peter Had a Wolf” are true rarities . A few, “Bali Hai” and “slow Poke” are not 
usually part of a jazz singer’s repertoire . Van nuis has a warm, pleasant voice, 
and a sense of phrasing that is all her own . Brown is supportive and creative at 
the same time . When he has solo space, it is a delight to hear him stretch out . 
in the notes, Van nuis briefly describes the message that she had taken from 
each lyric, the “lessons lyrical” that she is passing on to the listeners . this is a 
nice way to have them relayed to the listener .(www .petrasings .com)

n Late Set (anzic - 0060) captures the magic created by vocalist HIlary 
Gardner and pianist eHud asHerIe when they hold forth at mezzrow . Both 
of them are steeped in the music from the golden age of the great American 
songbook . Here they take nine tunes, “shadow Waltz,” “sweet and slow,” “A 
ship Without a sail,” “After You’ve gone,” “i never Has seen snow,” “i Used to 
Be Color Blind,” “everything i’ve got,” “make someone Happy” and “seems Like 
old times,” and put their own stamp on each of them . gardner is among the 
finest singers working on the new York scene today . she has a warm, assured 
voice, enunciates each word with rare clarity, brings out the essence of each 
lyric and phrases with taste and wonderful musicality . Asherie, who has chops 
to spare when performing solo, shows his sensitive side as an accompanist . He 
provides a perfect bed of sound for gardner’s vocalizing . Hear this album, and 
you will try to be among the lucky few who can fit into the intimate listening 
space at mezzrow, a wonderful room in which to hear exceptional music like 
that created by Hilary gardner and ehud Asherie . (www .anzicrecords .com)

n the self-produced Dream a Little Dream by vocalist mIcHelle lordI is a 
dream of an album . it could have been called “the Philadelphia Connection” for 
the Philly-based Lordi has surrounded herself with many of the top players on 
the city’s music scene, including the venerated tenor sax master Larry mcKenna 
and his longtime colleague, guitarist sonny troy . Along with pianist mike frank, 

bassist matt Parrish, drummer 
Bill Avayou, trumpeter jay 
Webb and trombonist john 
swana, they provide swinging 
and tasteful support for Lordi’s 
warm and appealing vocals . 
the songs are solid standards, 
including “Dream a Little Dream 
of me,” “they say it’s 
Wonderful,” “no moon At All,” 
“the Lamp is Low,” “i Hear 
music,” “thou swell” and “this 
time the Dream’s on me .” the 
only drawback is that the 
album is on the short side, so 
that the pleasure that it creates 
feels too short-lived at 30 
minutes . Lordi’s connections 
with the songs and the 
musicians are spot on, making 
for a terrific listening 
experience .(michellelordi .com)

n there are relatively few 
singers who could be 
considered pure bebop 
vocalists, but Joe carroll 
has to be one of the first that 
would come to mind if you 
were asked to name them . He 
is best remembered for his 
work with Dizzy gillespie on 
such classic bebop tracks as  
“in the Land of oo-Bla-Dee” and 
“oh-shoo-Bee-Doo-Bee,” but he 
recorded with others, including 
a superb album for epic in 1956 
that includes his unique 
interpretations of standards like 
“Between the Devil and the 
Deep Blue sea,” “Route 66” and 
“jeepers Creepers .” this 
material can be found on The 
Epic & Prestige Sessions…
and More (Fresh sound – 
935). eleven of the 27 tracks 
have the equally effervescent 
mr . gillespie on trumpet, and 
some of the vocals . Carroll 
brought any session in which 
he participated to a level of 
exuberance that is infectious . 
this collection is guaranteed to 
lift your spirits no matter where 
they were when you placed the 
disc into your player .  
(www .freshsound .com) JJ
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Book Review                        By Joe Lang

my dear deParted Past
By Dave Frishberg | Backbeat Books, milwaukee  (224 Pages, 2017, $27 .99)

My Dear Departed 
Past captures 

the unique individual 
who is Dave Frishberg, 
a superb jazz pianist, a 
truly individual stylist 
as a singer, a terrific 
composer, a brilliant 
lyricist, and a master-
ful storyteller. It is a 
memoir, an autobio-
graphical collection of 
anecdotes that are 
insightful, and filled 
with the effervescent, 
and sometimes wry, 
sense of humor that is 
characteristic of many of his lyrics. It is 
often sentimental and nostalgic, a real-
ity that is reflected in the book’s title.

Most of the twelve chapters are named 
after a song that Frishberg has written, 
and these chapters start with the text of 
the lyrics. The Chapter titled “The 
Dear Departed Past” covers the story 
of his life from his early years in 
Minneapolis, through his Air Force 
days. 

“Do You Miss New York” relates his 
move to New York City, initially 
working as a newsletter writer for 
WNEW before entering the world of 
life as a gigging musician. This chapter, 
as are each of them, is filled with 
stories that will fascinate you, and 
often make you laugh out loud. Do not 
miss the brief paragraph subtitled “Ava 
and Me.”

His initial success as a songwriter is 
covered in “Peel Me a Grape.” It also 
touches upon his work with the likes of 
Gene Krupa, Ben Webster, and, of 
course, his days of playing with Al 
Cohn and Zoot Sims at the Half Note, 
the legendary lower Manhattan jazz 
club where he spent several years as 
essentially the house pianist. He con-
cludes this chapter with a reflection on 

one of his most 
profound musical 
influences, pianist 
Jimmy Rowles, 
another must read 
interlude.

The brief chapter titled 
“I Want to Be a 
Sideman” offers some 
insights about lyric 
writing, the declining 
state of creativity in 
much of jazz, and his 
views about critics.

“Too Long in L.A.” 
finds Frishberg speak-

ing about various aspects of his career 
during his move to Los Angeles.

There follows very brief chapters, each 
of which touches upon a specific and 
limited subject, “Dear Bix (notes),” 
Schoolhouse Rock,” “The Hopi Way,” 
and “Van Lingle Mungo.”

Frishberg’s love for baseball is the focus 
of “Matty,” a chapter that will find an 
emotional connection for anyone who 
loves that uniquely American game.

He concludes with two more brief 
chapters titled “You Are There” and 
“Portland.”

This books is almost impossible to put 
down once you have started it. 
Frishberg’s way with words is irresist-
ible, as are the anecdotes he relates to 
tell his story. Several things come 
through most strongly, his intelligence, 
his sense of humor, his willingness to 
express strong opinions, his admir-
ation for the individuals whom he 
considers artistically exceptional, and 
his love for “the dear departed past.” 

Once finished with reading this book, 
you will likely feel that you have just 
spent some actual time with Dave 
Frishberg, and you will wish that it 
could have been many times longer. JJ

Jazz Up 
your wardrobe

There’s a new crop of NJJS  
and Pee Wee Stomp t-shirts! 

At $15, they make great gifts for yourself and 
your friends. You can buy them in person at 
some of our events, and we can bring them to 
Jazz Socials on request. But if you don’t want 
to wait, order via mail and get your shirt within 
days! Shirts are 100% cotton, crew-neck,  
short-sleeved shirts; they may run slightly snug.  
Cost is $15 per shirt + $4 shipping fee. 

styles — choose from:
 white shirt with red njjs logo

  black shirt with red njjs logo

  white shirt with red+black  
Pee Wee art

sizes — choose:
unisex s, m, L, XL, or XXL

ladies’ s, m, L  
(slightly more open neckline, 
smaller sleeve cut, slightly  
tapered body)

Make check payable to NJJS. Mail to NJJS,  
c/o Linda Lobdell, 352 Highland Ave., Newark 
NJ 07104. BE SURE to specify style and size, and 
give us clear mailing instructions. Please also 
provide your telephone number and email 
address in case we have questions about your 
order. Do YOU have questions? contact  
Linda Lobdell at 201-306-2769 or  
LLobdeLL@optonline.net.
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morris jazz
The Bickford 

Theatre at the Morris Museum, 
Morristown Tickets/Information: 
973-971-3706

this is the month to give thanks for family, 
friends, life, love of country, and of course, 
America’s original music, jazz .

the Bickford theatre joins with Hot House Jazz 
Magazine to launch a new concert offering 
celebrating the Fans Decision Jazz Awards 
presented each october by Hot House and 
new York’s metropolitan Room . While the 
names of the performers have not been 
announced as of press time, you can be 
assured that this concert will be something 
special . each year the public nominates and 
then votes in various categories with the 
winners being announced at a celebratory 
program . this year’s ceremony honors the 
founder of the newport jazz festival, george 
Wein, and the co-founder of new York’s 
famous Village Vanguard, Lorraine gordon . if 
you follow these annual awards you know that 
many of the winners in the past are huge 
favorites here at the Bickford . of course, by 
the time you are reading this not only will the 
various winners be announced, we will be able 
to reveal who our guests will be for the very 
special Hot House Award Winners in Concert . 

so save the date, thursday, november 9 at 
7:30 pm, and mark your calendar for an 
evening of great jazz performed by fan 
favorites . it’s a new tradition for both the 
theatre and Hot House jazz magazine and it 
will be sponsored in part by the new jersey 
jazz society . 

the seventh annual Bickford Benefit All Star 
Concert will once again both surprise and 
dazzle the musical ears of the audience on 
monday, november 13 at 7:30pm . All of the 
proceeds of the concert help support the year-
round programming at the Bickford theatre 
including its expanded concert line-up for the 
Bickford jazz showcase including its recent 
very popular jazz summer-fest . Band leader, 
Dan Levinson (clarinet & tenor sax), continues 
to amaze and delight our audiences year after 
year assembling a most talented team of 
musicians guaranteed to entertain Bickford 
regulars and all jazz enthusiasts . Let’s start 
with the ladies of music, Molly Ryan (guitar/vocals), Brandi Disterheft (bass) 
and the boys, Jeff Barnhart (piano), Jim Fryer (trombone), Mike Davis 
(cornet), and Stéphane Séva (drums) . this concert will sell out fast, so get your 

tickets today . special pricing for this benefit 
are as follows $20 members of the morris 
museum and $22 for non-members in 
advance, $27 for non-members at the door . 
the best value for a benefit anywhere 
especially for a line-up of all stars like this!

COMING EvENTS: 
jan . 8 – Bucky Pizzarelli’s Birthday Bash 
jan . 20 – Chris Brubeck’s triple Play 
feb . 22 – t .s . monk — Eric Hafen

All shows start at 7:30 pm and are assigned 
seating; for best seats, order early.

jazz for shore
Midweek Jazz at the Arts & 
Community Center at Ocean 
County College, Toms River  
Tickets/Information: 732-255-0500

After five months of exciting concerts 
featuring five totally different shows — the 
jazz Lobsters Big Band, swingadelic (featuring 
the incredible Vanessa Parea channeling ella 
fitzgerald), geoff gallante in duet with joe 
Holt, the sensationally swinging Champian 
fulton Quartet and Dan Levinson’s Roof 
garden jass Band recreating the music of the 
original Dixieland jazz Band — the midWeek 
jazz series at ocean County College will take 
the month of november off .

However, the jay and Linda grunin Center for 
the Arts will still feature a memorable evening 
of jazz on tuesday, november 7, just not 
under the midWeek jazz umbrella . it will be 
one of the college’s more marquee shows and 
will feature the Preservation Hall Legacy 
Quintet, The Blind Boys of Alabama and 
Crescent City “soul Queen” Irma Thomas for 
a night being billed as “The Heart and Soul 
of New Orleans.”

it should be noted that faithful supporters of 
midWeek jazz can get a discount to this show 
by subscribing to the midWeek jazz series and 
purchasing tickets to five shows . (if you can’t 
make it on november 7, the discount will also 
apply to a february 14 concert by the Birdland 
All stars .)

And there’s lots of good stuff coming up 
between now and the end of the season in 
june . All will be revealed in future issues of 
Jersey Jazz but don’t miss out on the return of 

twin reed virtuosos Will and Peter Anderson on December 13 as they will be 
performing a special evening of music from gershwin’s Porgy and Bess .

And breaking news at press time: the midiri Brothers will be back to do their 

’Round 
Jersey

JerseyEventsJazz

Molly Ryan

Dan Levinson

Blind Boys of Alabama

Photo by Tom Salvas

Photo by Lynn Redmile
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’Round Jersey concerts are produced in conjunction 
with the New Jersey Jazz Society.

JerseyEventsJazz

About njjs
Mission Statement: the mission of the new jersey jazz society is to promote and 
preserve the great American musical art form known as jazz through live jazz 
performances and educational outreach initiatives and scholarships . 
to accomplish our mission, we produce a monthly magazine, jeRseY jAzz, sponsor 
live jazz events, and provide scholarships to new jersey college students studying 
jazz . through our outreach program, “generations of jazz,” we go into schools to 
teach students about the history of jazz while engaging them in an entertaining and 
interactive presentation . _______
founded in 1972, the society is run by a board of directors who meet monthly to 
conduct the business of staging our music events, awarding scholarships to new 
jersey college jazz students, and conducting generations of jazz programs in local 
school systems, among other things . the membership is comprised of jazz 
devotees from all parts of the state, the country and the world . 
the new jersey jazz society is a qualified organization of the new jersey Cultural trust .

visit www.njjs.org, e-mail info@njjs.org for more information on any of our 
programs and services:

e-mail updates student scholarships  Pee Wee Russell memorial stomp   
Collaborative jazz Concerts:   

ocean County College  Bickford theatre/morris 1867 sanctuary at ewing
njjs supports jazzfeast presented by Palmer square, Downtown Princeton .
njjs is a proud supporter of the morristown jazz & Blues festival, the njCU 
President’s jazz festival in jersey City, and more .

member Benefits
What do you get for your dues?
n Jersey Jazz Journal — a monthly journal considered the best jazz society 

publications in the country, packed with feature articles, photos, jazz 
calendars, upcoming events and news about the nj jazz society .

n FREE Jazz Socials — see www .njjs .org and Jersey Jazz for updates .

n Musical Events — njjs sponsors and co-produces a number of jazz events 
each year, ranging from intimate concerts to large dance parties and 
picnics . members receive discounts on ticket prices for the Pee Wee Russell 
memorial stomp . Plus there’s a free concert at the Annual meeting in 
December and occasionally other free concerts . ticket discounts (where 
possible) apply to 2 adults, plus children under 18 years of age . singles may 
purchase two tickets at member prices . 

n The Record Bin — a collection of CDs, not generally found in music stores, 
available at reduced prices at most njjs concerts and events and through 
mail order .  

n FREE listings — musician members get listed fRee on our website .

join njjs 
membersHIP leVels member benefits are subject to update . 

n Family $45: see above for details .
n Family 3-yEAR $115 see above for details .
n youth $15: for people under 25 years of age . Be sure to give the year of 

your birth on the application where noted . 
n Give-a-Gift $25: members in good standing may purchase one or more gift 

memberships at any time for only $25 each . Please supply the name and 
address of giftee . good for new memberships only .

n Fan ($75 – $99/family)
n Jazzer ($100 – $249/family)
n Sideman ($250 – $499/family)
n Bandleader $500+/family)

n Corporate Membership ($100)

to receive a membership application,  
for more information or to join:  

Call 973-610-1308 or email membership@njjs.org  
oR visit www.njjs.org  

oR simply send a check payable to “njjs” to: new jersey jazz society,  
c/o mike Katz, 382 springfield Ave . suite 217, summit nj 07901 .

members at jazzer Level and above 
receive special benefits . these 
change periodically, so please 
contact membership for details .

annual salute to Benny goodman’s Carnegie Hall concert on january 24 and 
because this is the 80th anniversary of that historic event, Paul midiri has 
written in to say he is putting together a bona fide big band for the occasion! 
the midiris usually draw huge crowds with their sextet; a full big band paying 
tribute to the “King of swing” might have the potential to break some box 
office records so get your tickets in advance!

there’s even more coming up in the spring of 2018 including returning 
favorites Bucky Pizzarelli (march 7), Dennis Lichtman (march 28), glenn Crytzer 
(April 11), pianist stephanie trick in tandem with husband Paolo Alderighi (may 
16) and once again closing the show, the jazz Lobsters Big Band (june 20) . 
Again, a subscription to five of the remaining seven midWeek jazz shows gets 
you a 50% discount to either the Preservation Hall jazz Band or Birdland All 
stars shows so it’s win-win all the way around . thanks for supporting live jazz 
in ocean County--more to come! — Ricky Riccardi 

All shows 8–9:30 pm; $22 regular admission, $18 for seniors and $12 for 
students.

jazz At the sanctuary
1867 Sanctuary at Ewing | 101 Scotch Road, Ewing 
Tickets/Information: 609-392-6409

the njjs co-sponsors jazz events at 1867 sanctuary and members receive a 
$5 discount on admission . this Romanesque Revival church hall has 
exceptional acoustics, padded seating and is wheelchair-accessible . Concerts 
have varied start times and are either one 90-minute set, or two sets with 
intermission . free light refreshments (including cookies!) are served .

NOvEMBER:

fri – nov . 10, 8 pm:  Ben Rosenblum and Deborah Davis . original and 

classic jazz and American songbook . Deborah Davis 

(Vocals), Ben Rosenblum (Piano)) 

COMING SHOWS:

fri – Dec . 8, 8 pm:  eric mintel Quartet/Charlie Brown Christmas 
sat – Dec . 23, 8 pm:  Richie Cole Quartet 
sat – jan . 6, 8 pm:  Pyrenesia – vintage jazz/gypsy/klezmer/folk  
fri – jan . 12, 8 pm:  B .D . Lenz trio 
sun – jan . 14, 8 pm:  Luiz simas . Brazilian solo piano jazz 
sat – jan . 20, 8 pm:  jack furlong Quartet 
sat – jan . 27, 8 pm:  stephen Yee Quartet 
 — Bob Kull 

$20 for general admission and $5 for students with ID. Group tickets (10 or 
more in advance) are $15 each. Tickets are available online, at the box office 
609-392-6409 or by email: 1867sanctuary@preservationnj.org.
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i started playing the bass in 1950, and in 1952 i was 
working sporadically with the teddy Charles trio, 

with Don Roberts on guitar . Don left for a better 
paying job, and we were able to get jimmy Raney to 
replace him . jimmy had been playing with the stan 
getz quintet, but stan had made a trip to the West 

Coast by himself, and so jimmy was available for the summer . 

When stan returned in the fall he called jimmy and said, “We have a week in 
Boston at the Hi-Hat . Roy Haynes is living up there, and can make it, and i have 
a pianist, jerry Kaminsky, so get a bass player and come on up .” jimmy asked 
me if i wanted to do the gig, and of course, i said yes . We took the train to 
Boston and checked in at the hotel where stan was staying . jimmy told me 
about the tunes that stan liked to play, and showed me the chords to the tunes 
i didn’t know .

that night, for the first tune, stan called “Lover Come Back to me,” and kicked 
off a bright tempo . Halfway through the second chorus, my D string broke . 
(Bass players all used gut strings at the time .) i tried to finish the chorus by 
playing around the missing string, but i was having trouble finding the notes i 
wanted to play . Under the piano was another bass, which belonged to the 
house group . i quickly laid my bass down and grabbed his . i immediately 
discovered that the guy was a left-handed bassist! His instrument was strung in 
the opposite direction from mine! i tried to rethink the fingerboard and play it 
anyway, but i sure played a lot of sad notes .

At the end of the tune, stan gave me a 
minute to put a new D string on my 
bass, and we continued the set 
without any further problems . i guess i 
sounded so lame on the first tune that 
stan was relieved at how much better i 
sounded on the rest of the set . At any 
rate, he kept me on the band for the 
next six months, and i got to learn 
from him and all the other musicians 
he hired from time to time, including 
frank isola, Duke jordan, Kenny Clarke, 
Al Levitt, john Williams, john mandel 
and Bob Brookmeyer .

n Bass trombonist tony salvatori, who 
was in the house band at new York’s 
Copacabana from 1968 to 1970, told 
me about a night during Don Rickles’ 
second show . they had held the show 
for a while, waiting for Al Hirt and his 
party to arrive . Al had just played a 
concert at Carnegie Hall . Rickles finally 
went on, and five minutes into his act 
the waiters began setting up a special 
table at ringside . then Hirt and ten of 
his friends came down the front stairs 
and were seated . Rickles started in on 
them . “Look! Here comes the fat guy! 

He couldn’t get here on time . Couldn’t you find a cab?” the party was seated, 
champagne was served, and Rickles continued to rag on Hirt, who picked up a 
bottle, extracted the cork with his teeth, took a big swig, stood, and spit 
champagne all over Rickles . Laughing, Don sputtered, “You sonofabith!” and 
then continued his act .

n Russell Alexander sent this to me: jazz musicians talk about “waiting for the 
call .” Whether it was from Benny, or miles, or other luminaries . Rock musicians 
would also “wait for the call” from frank zappa .

guitarist steve Vai sent zappa a transcription of the drum solo “Black Page,” 
so-called because that’s what the chart looked like . zappa responded by 
inviting him to a rehearsal to audition . the following is from an interview  
with Vai:

So I’m 20 years old, and I’m auditioning for Frank Zappa, I’m thinking “this is 
ridiculous.” But I went down. He told me to learn all these songs, and of course 
he pulled all these songs that I didn’t know. He made it so difficult!

There was lots of things, but this one thing, during my audition…he plays 
something and goes, “Play that.” And I play that, and he goes, “Play it in 7/8.“  
I say “Okay” and I play it in 7/8, and he goes, “Now play it reggae 7/8,“ and I go, 
“Um, okay,” and I do it. And he goes “Okay, now add this note,” and I do it, 
playing reggae 7/8 and I’m adding these notes, and he goes “Okay add this 
note.” And it was impossible. It was physically impossible — not just for me, 
but for anybody.

And I said “Oh, I can’t do that.” And he 
goes, “I hear Linda Rondstadt is looking 
for a guitar player.”

At the end of the rehearsal I went up 
to him and said, “Thanks for inviting 
me. I’m really sorry, I’m gonna go 
home now.” And he goes, “You’re in 
the band!”

n jay Leonhart sent me this one:  
“i was in a recording studio with a 
bunch of accomplished studio 
musicians, among them the 
irrepressible Bob Rose on guitar . We 
were in the final few minutes of a 
jingle recording and were under the 
usual pressure to finish on time, when 
over our headsets we heard the 
control room phone ringing . in a few 
seconds the engineer informed Bob 
Rose that stevie Wonder was on the 
phone and wanted to talk to Bob .  
Here we are in “crunch time gotta 
finish the jingle time” and Bob looks 
around the room and then tells the 
engineers ‘tell him i’ll call him  

back’ .” JJ

New JerseyJazzSociety

From the crow’s nest 

By Bill Crow

Bill Crow is a freelance musician and writer. His articles have appeared in DownBeat, The Jazz Review, and Gene Lee’s Jazzletter. His books include Jazz Anecdotes, 
From Birdland to Broadway and Jazz Anecdotes: Second Time Around. The preceding is reprinted with permission from Allegro, the monthly magazine of AFM Local 802.
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What’s New? members new and renewed

Renewed Members
Robert Adams, Florham Park, NJ
Mr. Robert (Britt) Adams,  
Kendall Park, NJ 
Mr. William Ash, Allendale, NJ
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Banas, 
Hillsborough, NJ 
Irene Burczynski, Morristown, NJ
Mrs. Rae Daley, Morristown, NJ
Joanne and John Dusinski,  
Nazareth, PA
Edward A. Eick, Belvidere, NJ
Alan Eisenberg, Hackensack, NJ
Dave Elgart, Mendham, NJ *
Gloria & Len Feiner, Springfield, NJ
Mr. Charles Ferrante, Passaic, NJ
Sandra Fink, Fort Lee, NJ
Salvatore Franchino, Bridgewater, NJ
Mr. Morris Grossman,  
Springfield, NJ
Mr. Willi Hegelbach,  
Kendall Park, NJ
Neil & Patricia Holmes,  
Lake Hiawatha, NJ
Mr. Theodore Jones, Morristown, NJ
Mr. Dan Katz, West Orange, NJ
Ms. Sheilia R. Lenga, Union, NJ   
- Patron
Joseph and Louise Manzaro, Scotch 
Plains, NJ
Mr. Arthur W. Markowitz,  
Mahwah, NJ
James L. McKechnie,  
North Plainfield, NJ *
David Moran, MS HRM, 
Morristown, NJ
Mr. Greg Natic-Scotch Plains Music 
Ctr., Scotch Plains, NJ
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Olsen,  
Dunellen, NJ *
Mr. Henry W. Pfeiffer, Chatham, NJ
Virginia K Pierson, Mendham, NJ
Mr. Dave Post, Hoboken, NJ
Mr. & Mrs. Monroe Quinn,  
North Bergen, NJ

Mr. Sidney Rabinowitz,  
Aberdeen, NJ
Mrs. Cheri Rogowsky,  
Scotch Plains, NJ
Victoria Sadowski, Ewing, NJ
Alex Samu, Valley Stream, NY
Ms. Bria Skonberg, New York, NY *
Dave Spinelli, Ringwood, NJ
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Tarpinian, 
Lawrenceville, NJ
Dale Trimmer, Verona, NJ
Mr. Basil Vorolieff, Hawthorne, NJ
Herb & Elinor Weiland, Califon, NJ
Leonard Whitmore, Intervale, NH
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Woodruff,  
Silver Spring, MD *
Mr. Herb Young, Lancaster, PA

New Members
Martin and Karen Arsenault,  
East Windsor, NJ
Kevin Berry and Sharie Verdu, 
Titusville, NJ
Mr. Sergey Dubin, Basking Ridge, NJ
Doug and Iris Emery,  
East Windsor, NJ
Kathryn Gardner, Fairbanks, AK
Bruce Hector, Glen Rock, NJ
Neil Holmes, Lake Hiawatha, NJ
Mr. & Mrs. Charles and Nancy 
Johnson, Randolph, NJ
Mr. Michael Marcus, Springfield, NJ
Orrganized Sound, Hopewell, NJ
Phyllis and Frank Panetta, 
Succasunna, NJ
Audrey T Parker, Madison, NJ
Mrs. Joyce Singh, Emerson, NJ
Technical Operations Services and 
Solutions, Maplewood, NJ
Mr. Deepak Vaidya, Princeton, NJ
Mr. Aditya Vedula, Princeton, NJ
Michael Wacks, Millburn, NJ
Mr. Stephen M. Yee,  
New Brunswick, NJ

We welcome these friends of jazz who recently joined NJJS or renewed 
their memberships. We’ll eventually see everyone’s name here as they 

renew at their particular renewal months. Members with an asterisk have 
taken advantage of our three-years-for-$115 membership, and new members 
with a † received a gift membership. Members who joined at a patron level 
appear in bold.

New JerseyJazzSociety
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allamuchy
rutHerFurd Hall
1686 County Road 517
908-852-1894 ext . 335

allentown
Jazz VesPers at 

ALLENToWN 
PresbyterIan cHurcH

20 High street
609-259-7289
1st saturday february-june

Asbury Park
Hotel tIdes
408 7th Ave .
732-897-7744

lanGosta restaurant
100 ocean Ave .
732-455-3275

tIm mcloone’s  
suPPer club

1200 ocean Ave .
732-744-1155

moonstrucK
517 Lake Ave .
732-988-0123

tHe saInt
601 main st .
732-775-9144

atlantic city
asbury unIted  

metHodIst cHurcH
1213 Pacific Ave .
908-348-1941
jazz Vespers 3rd sunday of 
the month, 4 pm

bernardsville
bernard’s Inn
27 mine Brook Rd . 
908-766-0002
monday – saturday 6:30 pm 
Piano Bar

Boonton
maXFIeld’s on maIn
713 main st .
973-588-3404
music Wednesdays  

through sundays

cape may
VFw Post 386
419 Congress st .
609-884-7961
Cape may trad jazz society
some sundays, 2 pm  

live Dixieland

MAD BATTER 
19 jackson st .
609-884-5970 

Wednesdays 7:30–10:30 pm

merIon Inn 
106 Decatur st .
609-884-8363
jazz piano daily 5:30–9:30 pm

carteret
zIon eVanGelIcal 

lutHeran cHurcH Hall
712 Roosevelt Ave .
908-541-6955
somerset jazz Consortium
Usually 3rd monday, 7–9 pm

chatham
concerts on maIn –

oGden PresbyterIan 
cHurcH

286 main st .
973-635-5567

cliffside Park
VIlla amalFI
793 Palisade Ave .
201-886-8626
Piano jazz fridays & saturdays

closter
musIclab - temPle betH el
221 schraalenburgh Rd .
201-768-5112

convent station
tHe cozy cuPboard 
4 old turnpike Rd .
973-998-6676

cresskill
GrIFFIn’s restaurant
44 east madison Ave .
201-541-7575
tuesdays & Wednesdays 

deal Park
aXelrod PerFormInG 

arts center
100 grant Avenue
732-531-9106

dunellen
roXy & duKes  

roadHouse
745 Bound Brook Rd .
732-529-4464

maGGIe murray’s  
Pub House 

119 north Washington Ave .
732-629-7660
jazz nights 1st and 3rd 

Wednesdays

Edgewater
mItcHell’s FIsH marKet
541 River Rd . 
201-840-9311
jazz with a skyline view, 

thursdays 6–10 pm

oRAMA
595 River Rd . 
201-945-2020
Curtis Lundy group,  

thursdays 7:30–10:30 pm

Edison
tHe coFFee House
931 Amboy Ave . 
732-486-3400

englewood 
berGen Pac
30 n . Van Brunt st . 
201-227-1030

blue moon meXIcan caFé
23 e . Palisade Ave .
201-848-4088
sundays

Ewing
VIlla rosa restaurante
41 scotch Rd .
609-882-6841

1867 sanctuary at ewInG 
arts and cultural 
HaVen 

101 scotch Rd . 
908-295-7739 
Regular jazz concerts – check 

their website for details

Fairfield
calandra’s 

medIterranean GrIlle
118 Us Highway 46
973-575-6500
Piano – fridays & saturdays

calandra’s cucIna
216-234 Route 46
973-575-7720

Florham Park
Puleo’s brIcK oVen
162 Columbia turnpike
973-822-0800
Accordianist eddie monteiro 

with drummer Buddy green, 
Wednesdays, 7–10 pm

Gladstone
Gladstone taVern
273 main st .
908-234-9055

Green brook
boneFIsH GrIll
215 Route 22 east
732-926-8060

Hackensack
solarI’s restaurant  

and lounGe
61 River st .
201-487-1969
Big band swing first tuesday  

of the month

stony HIll Inn
231 Polifly Rd .
201-342-4085
friday & saturday evenings

Hackettstown
mama’s cafe baci
260 mountain Ave .
908-852-2820
saturdays, 9:30 –11:30 pm,  

full bar and tapas menu

Haddonfield
HaddonFIeld metHodIst 

cHurcH
29 Warwick Rd .
tri-state jazz society  

usual venue
some sundays, 2 pm

Haddon township
GIumarello’s restaurant 

& BAR
329 Haddon Ave
856-858-9400

Hoboken
PIlsener Haus & 

bIerGarten
1422 grand st .
201-683-5465
Live music thursdays, 8–12 pm,  

no cover charge

Hopatcong
PaVIncI restaurant
453 River styx Rd .
973-770-4300
Big Band, 3rd tuesday  

of the month

Hope
tHe Inn at mIllrace road
313 Hope johnsonburg Rd . 
908-459-4884

Jersey city
brIGHtsIde taVern 
141 Bright st . 
201-435-1234  
jazz jam every monday

madame claude bIs
390 fourth st .
201-876-8800
gypsy jazz tuesday & thursday, 

7:30 pm to late

moore’s lounGe  
(bIll & rutH’s)

189 monticello Ave .
201-332-4309
fridays open jazz jam,  

open to all musicians, 
vocalists, dancers and  
spoken word artists; 
hosted by Winard Harper  
and Rosalind grant  
8:30 pm – midnight

first sundays 6–10pm

featuring Winard Harper and 
special guests, $10 cover 

lambertville
deanna’s restaurant 
54 n . franklin st .
609-397-8957

Linden
robIn’s nest  

rHytHm & blues
3103 tremley Point Rd .
Linden, nj
908-275-3043

Madison
sHanGHaI Jazz
24 main st .
973-822-2899
Wednesdays/thursdays, 7 pm 
fridays/saturdays, 6:30 pm 
sundays, 6 pm – no cover

Mahwah
berrIe center/ 

ramaPo colleGe
505 Ramapo Valley Rd .
201-684-7844

manalapan
monmoutH county 

lIbrary
125 symmes Dr .
732-431-7220
free monthly jazz concerts  

september – june 

Manasquan
alGonQuIn arts tHeatre
173 main st .
732-528-9211

Mendham
blacK Horse taVern
1 West main st .
973-543-7300
saturdays

Metuchen
noVIta
new & Pearl sts .
732-549-5306
no cover

HaIley’s HarP & Pub
400 main st . 
732-321-0777

milford
alba VIneyard
269 Riegelsville Warren glen Rd .
908-995-7800

montclair
dlV lounGe
300 Bloomfield Ave . 
973-783-6988   
open jam tuesdays

Palazzo restaurant
11 south fullerton Ave .
fridays/saturdays, 7 pm 

trumPets
6 Depot square
973-744-2600
tuesday/thursday/sunday, 7:30 pm, 

friday/saturday, 8:30 pm

Morristown
tHe bIcKFord tHeatre  

at tHe morrIs museum
5 normandy Heights Rd .
973-971-3706
some mondays, 8 pm

tHe communIty tHeatre
100 south st . 
973-539-8008

HIbIscus restaurant
At Best Western morristown inn
270 south st .
866-497-3638
tuesdays, fridays, saturdays, 

sunday brunch

rod’s steaK  
& seaFood GrIlle

one Convent Rd . (madison Ave .)
973-539-6666

Newark
27 mIX
27 Halsey st .
973-648-9643

betHany baPtIst cHurcH
275 market st .
973-623-8161
jazz vespers, 1st sunday

clement’s Place
15 Washington st .
888-466-5722
njPAC & ijs jam sessions

de’boraH’s Jazz caFe
18 green st .
973-848-0040
thursday evenings  

& sunday afternoons

Ideal lounGe
219 frelinghuysen Ave .
973-824-9308

InstItute oF Jazz studIes 
– rutGers unIVersIty 

john Cotton Dana Library, 185 
University Ave .

973-353-5595 
frequent free concerts .

memorIal west unIted 
PresbyterIan cHurcH

286 south 7th st .
973-242-1015
jazz vespers monthly

new Jersey PerFormInG 
arts center

1 Center st .
888-466-5722

somewhere there’s music
You can find jazz all over the state  
in venues large and small.  
Here are just some of them.

Since music offerings frequently change, we recommend you call venue to confirm there is live music at the time you plan to visit.

Listings alphabetical by town. We continually update entries. Please contact editor@njjs.org if you know of other venues that ought to be here.  
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tell them you saw it in Jersey Jazz!

We want to include any locale that offers jazz on a regular, ongoing basis . Also please advise us of any errors you’re aware of in these listings.

taste Venue 
47 edison Pl ., 2nd floor 
973-642-8400 
jazz mondays 8:00 - 11:00 pm

tHe PrIory
233 West market st .
973-242-8012
fridays, 7 pm, no cover

New Brunswick
delta’s
19 Dennis st .
732-249-1551
saturdays, 7–11 pm

due marI
78 Albany st .
732-296-1600
saturdays, 7–11 pm

new Brunswick jazz Project 
presents live jazz fridays 
6:30-9:30 pm

tHe Hyatt reGency  
new brunswIcK

2 Albany st .
732-873-1234
new Brunswick jazz 

Project presents live jazz  
thursdays, 8 –10:30 pm,

Inc bar and KItcHen
302 george st .
732-640-0553
new Brunswick jazz 

Project presents live jazz 
Wednesdays 8:00-11 pm

state tHeatre
15 Livingston Ave .
732-246-7469

Garden state ale House
378 george st .
732-543-2408
new Brunswick jazz Project 

presents live jazz & jam 
session, tuesdays, 9:30 pm 

newfield
laKe House restaurant
611 taylor Pl .
856-694-5700

Newton
tHe newton tHeatre
234 spring st .
973-383-3700
occasional jazz concerts – 

contact venue for schedule

North Bergen
watersIde restaurant
7800 B River Rd .
201-861-7767

North Branch
stoney brooK GrIlle
1285 state Highway 28
908-725-0011

oak Ridge
tHe GrIlle room
(Bowling green golf Course)
53 schoolhouse Rd . 
973-679-8688

orange
Hat cIty KItcHen
459 Valley st .
862-252-9147

Pennington
HoPewell Valley 

VIneyards
46 Yard Rd .
609-737-4465

Pennsauken
Greenwood Inn
4457 marlton Pike
856-663-9868
Blues open mic Wednesdays

Phillipsburg
marIanna’s
224 stockton st .
908-777-3500
fridays

Princeton
mccarter tHeatre
91 University Pl .
609-258-2787

medIterra
29 Hulfish st .
609-252-9680
no cover

rIcHardson audItorIum 
In aleXander Hall

68 nassau st .
609-258-9220

salt creeK GrIlle
1 Rockingham Row,  

forrestal Village
609-419-4200

wItHersPoon GrIll
57 Witherspoon st .
609-924-6011
tuesday night jazz,  

6:30–9:30 pm

Rahway
unIon county  
PerFormInG arts 
center

1601 irving st . 
732-499-0441 

randolph 
tHe corner bIstro
477 Route 10
862-251-7274 
every 1st and 3rd thursday

Red Bank
count basIe tHeatre
99 monmouth st .
732-842-9000

Jazz arts ProJect
Various venues
throughout the year . Refer to
www .jazzartsproject .org for
schedules and details

molly PItcHer Inn
88 Riverside Ave .
800-221-1372

sIam Garden
2 Bridge Ave .
732-224-1233

somers Point
GreGory’s restaurant 

& BAR
900 shore Rd .
609-927-6665

somerville
PInoy FIlIPIno 

restaurant
18 Division st .
908-450-9878

south amboy
BLUE MooN
114 south Broadway
732-525-0014
Blues jam thursdays

south orange
PaPIllon 25
25 Valley st .
973-761-5299

rIcalton’s VIllaGe 
TAVERN

19 Valley st .
973-763-1006
tuesdays

soutH oranGe 
PerFormInG arts 
center

one soPAC Way
973-235-1114

south river
la taVola cucIna
700 old Bridge turnpike
south River, nj 08882
732-238-2111 
open jam session thursday, 
7:30-10 pm 
no cover, half-price drink 

specials

stanhope
stanHoPe House
45 main st .
973-347-7777
Blues

succasunna
roXbury PerFormInG 

arts center
Horseshoe Lake Park
72 eyland Ave .
862-219-1379

Teaneck
tHe Jazzberry PatcH  

at tHe classIc  
QuIcHe caFe 

330 Queen Anne Rd . 
201-692-0150
friday nights 7-10 pm, $`12

PuFFIn cultural Forum
20 Puffin Way
201-836-3499

st. Paul’s  
lutHeran cHurcH

61 Church st .
201-837-3189
jazz Vespers, 4th sunday of 

the month

Tom’s River
Jay & lInda GrunIn 

center For tHe arts
College Dr .
732-255-0400
some Wednesdays

Trenton
amIcI mIlano
202 Bayard st .
609-396-6300

candlelIGHt lounGe
24 Passaic st .
609-695-9612
saturdays, 3–7 pm

Union
salem roadHouse caFe
(townley Presbyterian Church)
829 salem Rd .
908-686-1028

Van GoGH’s ear caFé
1017 stuyvesant Ave .
908-810-1844
sundays 8 pm, $3 cover

Voorhees
coFFee worKs roastery 

& caFe
910 Haddonfield-Berlin Rd .
856-701-2064

Watchung 
watcHunG arts center
18 stirling Rd .
908-753-0190

Wayne
wIllIam Paterson  

unIVersIty
300 Pompton Rd .
973-720-2371
sundays, 4 pm

westfield
16 ProsPect wIne bar  

& bIstro
16 Prospect st .
908-232-7320

West orange
HIGHlawn PaVIlIon
eagle Rock Reservation
973-731-3463
fridays

suzyQue’s barbecue 
& BAR

34 south Valley Rd .
973-736-7899

Westwood
bIbI’z lounGe
284 Center Ave .
201-722-8600

Woodbridge
barron arts center
582 Rahway Ave .
732-634-0413

Wood Ridge
martInI GrIll
187 Hackensack st .
201-939-2000
Live jazz Wednesday  

through saturday

for the link to 

each venue’s 

website,  

please visit  

www .njjs .org, 

and click on 

“jazz support”

The Name Dropper Recommendations may be e-mailed to editor@njjs.org.

curtIs lundy ensemble – the noted 
bassist’s group includes the outstanding Columbia/
juilliard program pianist Ben Rosenblum . every 
thursday, 7:30 - 10:30 pm, at orama Restaurant . 
fine dining with a fine view of the nYC skyline on 
River Road in edgewater . Call 201-945-2020 .

russ KassoFF trIbute to FranK 
sInatra – A tribute to ol’ Blue eyes by one of 

his later career pianists . shanghai jazz on nov . 2  
at 7 pm . With vocalist Catherine DuPuis and bassist 
jerry Bruno (no stranger to mr . sinatra himself .)  
no cover, $25 food/beverage minimum .

bIcKFord beneFIt all-stars – A great 
band for a good cause led by Bickford favorite Dan 
Levinson . With jim fryer, jeff Barnhart, mike Davis, 
Brian nalepka, stéphane séva and molly Ryan . 
Proceeds support the jazz series and other 

programs . Bickford theatre . nov . 13 at 7:30 pm, 
$22/advance and $27/door .

tHe dalton GanG’s tHanKsGIVInG 
eVe basH – the jersey stalwarts celebrate 
their 38th anniversary (!) with their annual pre-
holiday stand at trumpets jazz Club in montalair 
on Wednesday, nov . 22 . sets at 8 pm and 9:30 pm . 
music charge and minimum, call 973-744-2600 for 
information/reservations .

Also visit  

Andy 

McDonough’s 

njjazzlist.com 
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